After the Dark Comes the Light

I use R.A. Kartini’s slogan for my flower arrangement,
so it could become the spirit for the inmates,
who lost their self-confidence and their future.
The Philosophy of Flower
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Blissful after the Light is Coming
The Philosophy of
Flower from The Prison

Ugh, I am just thinking how the bright nuance
would be when it has already come. With this
arrangement, I presuppose the condition.
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Sense and intelligence are God’s Blessing 			
			that could be Taken Away whenever He Wishes
Is the shape of God beautiful, as beautiful as His creations? God is The Creator
of the beautiful thing as well as the not-beautiful one, but He is The Almighty and
The Only One. None of His Creation is useless for the life and the universe, for the
beginning and the end that He creates.
In this book of Philosophy of Flower from The Prison, I would like to reveal the
secret about sense and intelligence, that those are God’s Blessing and could be taken
away by Him any time. Thus, intelligence can’t be stated totally as our possession.
That is my opinion, since my sense was once taken away from me for dozens of years,
so I could focus on my purification and didn’t think of anything else. My excitement
in flower arrangement was also taken away by Him, in order to make me shift my
attention fully on spiritualism.
Thus, He could lessen my intelligence anytime, whenever I neglect something
that I have to take care. Now, that sense has been given back to me and becomes
my creation of this video book. And I am blessed to have an intelligence that I have
never had before, so I could write down His Revelations that are hard and heavy.
Thank you, God.
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A thousand sprays of flower, a thousand words, a thousand
choices and a thousand beliefs upon a choice of truth, and I
choose to convey the truth with the language of flower.
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When there is no more comfort and safe place everywhere, at least
flowers could give that comfy. I think of how I could understand
every beautiful thing and which could bring comfy.

Various Flowers and the Symbol of Them
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There are thousands kinds of flowers and the symbol of them, it is
impossible for us to describe them all in this book. We just present
some of those kinds that are frequently used in an arrangement.
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There is no design and creation before you understand the
basic principles. I mention that the basic principles in flower
arrangement is in line with the basic principles of interior
design and landscape garden.
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Line can be an important element in a design. One straight line
alone, has no rhythm and just gives a trivial contribution on
the design.
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Leaf is a plane, so is flower. Say that the planes of flowers
and leaves are the elements of arrangement that should be
combined harmoniously.
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A rough texture is not in line with a smooth texture. However,
it can be combined as long as we know how to place the inbetween material.
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In a design there should be an area that has a significant eye
catching, and less eye catching. If not, our eyes will not be
attracted to move between them.
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In the scale of life, as if we are playing at the beach. Seeing
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Choose the flower with best color and shape to be the focus of
the arrangement. Choose the utmost truth or the real sincerity
to be the focus inside yourself.
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Every beauty could only be completed through the rhythm of
material combination. So the rhythm is included in all aspects
of life, especially art. And the rhythm makes everything shines.

Balance

The soul balance is like a beautiful arrangement. Do not be too
active nourishing greediness and don’t be too lazy ensuring the
truth or virtuousness inside yourself.
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From the basic shapes, thousands even millions of shape can
be created in different sizes and shapes, or a new shape created
from the combination and the alteration of the basic shapes.
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Surely color is good. A life without color is dead in the
dark. Supposedly life is full of color, choose the soft colors
and have no taint. I love white that has no taint.
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A concept of contrast in design is the result of the artist’s
urge of thought to present a different creation or that is
out of the common design.

Accentuation

If it is small and interesting and eye-catching, for sure
that is accentuation. The red color of apple and the light
of fire cracker is an accent on the above arrangement.
Ugh, the character of an accent is the cheerer.
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There are some of artificial flower arrangements that I
created in Tangerang Women Penitentiary.
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Who doesn’t like the harmonious flower arrangement?
Only people who are blind upon art and beauty and
conscience don’t like the harmony of a beauty.
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Artificial Flower Arrangement

Harmony

Coconut Leaf Arrangement
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Floral Graphical Art
and Dry Flower Collage

Coconut leaf with flower and fruit arrangement
of Javanese and Balinese style, according to us can
represent the Indonesian flower arrangement.
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In the prison I taught how to make a doll from the corn
husk and banana leaf midrib.

The divine message says: ”The hell of drug already should
be eradicated”, ever-since all people has already not
known how to overcome the problem of drug crime.

The Interlaced Word

My condition in the prison made me unable to be
maximal in providing complete teaching materials. Not
because of limited time or the flexibility that given to me
by the head of the prison, but because of my disciples’
lack of discipline.

I like the most pictures of flower arrangement in the
nature, for it is not easy to construct a nature and
arrangement in harmony.
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Preface

T

housands of words I want to include in this book. However, I have problem
to judge which one is appropriate to be put as a preface when this book
changes its appearance to be a video book. Please accept my apology for I
can only follow my heart to write down words that in my opinion are lack of wisdom,
for I am still startled on the rejection of the truth that I have conveyed.
My uncertainty to state the truth, actually I don’t need to think about it too
much, since I think the accusation of heresy upon me can’t interfere this presentation
of the philosophy of flowers from the prison. If the flowers are arranged and contain
philosophy, then the flower arrangement is too beautiful to be stated as a heresy
and misleading. Thus, if the truth exists within the language of flower in beautiful
arrangement, that is what I say as an accusation of heresy can’t be concluded from
there.
But, why am I like this? Whatever I do seems like it is always directed to state
that I am not heretical. Whatever I stated turns to be bias as my defence against the
accusation of heresy, which I can’t get rid of. If in fact, I am not heretical, then I could
raise the truth to balance the accusation of heresy upon me. Ugh, it is like an ondeonde (local round fried cake) that has not been sprinkled with wijen (sesame), then
it is still not seen as onde-onde. The truth that is still not manifested due to the time
and condition that are not right yet, then the truth is still suspected as a heresy.
A spiritualism transformation that is conducted totally, isn’t it a sign that God is
carrying out His Salvation? And when I am waiting for the layers of the Divine’s Truth
to be opened, I spare my time to compose this video book. It becomes the memory
of my jeremiad when the truth that I presented was rejected. Whereas, what I want
to convey is the truth from the sky that I feel comforting and beautiful, so the public
could also enjoy it, because I feel it as God’s countless blessing.
When could God’s beautiful blessing be respected and sacralized? I don’t know.
I even have problem resisting those calumnies that strike me like a storm. Just one
calumny is already hard to be trimmed to become the truth, let alone the rumble of
calumnies that comes from all parts.
If I am startled just upon that matter, it is not just I who am weary and uselessly
spending time thinking about my agony being calumniated, but I also lose my
moment to make a good achievement proper to be stated as my work in Heaven.
Heaven is comfortable. There is an enjoyment inside it and it is a true happiness. In
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order to state that, it seems that my path is just through this flowers arrangement
and its philosophy.

they enjoy the experience. They all are the believers who are happy finding God’s
Revelations that are being descended down by Him.

I think I can overcome my vulnerable points through this philosophy of flowers
from the prison, for being tyrannized in the prison can’t be equalized with the
philosophy that I made outside the prison. What’s the purpose that I should admit
when I was tyrannized in the prison there was God Who kept me safe, if it is not to
prove that even in the prison I received Revelations from Him. Otherwise, how could
I endure being imprisoned 2 times without committing any mistake?

After all, nobody teaches me to be able to compose the flower arrangement
to become a video book. Those all suddenly came when I was immersed following
the inspiration that came to me. And I just asked Arif Rosyad who helped me editing
the video book. Whilst the pictures of the flower arrangement were taken by Kelik
Budiadi (Eden’s photographer). And I asked Venus and Siti Zainab Luxfiati (Dunuk) to
arrange the music and both of them also sang the Eden’s songs to soundtrack this
video book of the Philosophy of Flower from The Prison.

My devotion to God I should prove through this way. And my love to Him
doesn’t recede even His Trials for me is quite humiliating. However, the wisdoms of
truth are not felt only by me, but I could share them with the public through what I
am doing now.
The philosophy presented in this video book doesn’t derive from me, therefore,
the pleasure composing the philosophy through this flower arrangement I would
convey as my communication with Him, and there is Archangel Jibril the Holy Spirit,
who actively gives me creative ideas, so my comfy composing this video book totally
becomes my enjoyment which really amuses me. And this is my true Heaven, for in
fact these ideas of mine are given by Him.
For how would it be possible that a woman at my age who hasn’t been interacting
with other people and always busy just inside the house and never sharpen myself
for anything else, because my entire time is used to write down God’s Revelations.
The last time I held a floral arrangement exhibition was in 1995, after that time I
have been absent from all floral arrangement activities in Indonesia, for in that year
I suddenly destined to be with the Archangel Jibril.
Henceforth, the direction of my life is just one, that is totally taking care of
God’s Revelations brought by Jibril to me. And I am accustomed to follow whatever
God guides me, including going through various dangers that I don’t know how would
be the ending. However, together with God, there is always a break from thinking of
how to solve a danger, for there is always an enjoyment for me. And the comfy is
indescribable, since I feel it goes deep inside throughout my entire hormone.
Such as when I was commanded to compose this video book, truly I had no idea
that I still had energy and a sense to do it, so when I make it, in fact it seems that I am
used to do it, thus where did such blessing come from unless it is from God?
Actually, I have never done any religious blasphemy nor hate Islam. I was
brought up in Islam tradition, and I heard God’s Voice for the first time even when
I was performing tahajjud (the Muslim’s prayer conducted at night/after Isha and
before Fajr). And I never mislead anyone, all Eden Community members who came
to me were the people whose spirits were called by God. They came by their own
wills. And when they stay with me, it is also based on their own determination who
don’t want to stay far from God’s Revelations which are being descended down, for
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We also prepare this video book in English version, the translator is Alfita
Adiana. She has resigned from her job because she has to focus on the translation of
God’s Revelations. She is assisted by Dunuk, Tri Sudiati and Riani. All the translation
team members feel how the translation they do becomes easy and smooth and they
are getting faster in their work. Because if they fall behind even just a little bit, God’s
Revelations will have been piling up.
All who are involved in the artistic creation to present God’s Revelations, they
are also the same as me, obtaining the expertise and skill also just through autodidact.
What is unusual in this my creation, that is my sense of art suddenly comes up
torrentially and I easily vent it out so it could become something. Thus, I consecutively
can finish it page by page. One thing that I want to state, as if I feel when God wants
to open a hampered path, this must be the feeling.
Well, all this long I spent my time to focus on my purification as well as my
friends’ purification. And my time has been totally dedicated merely to write down
God’s Revelations. For a moment I even forgot how to make flower arrangement that
fulfilled my taste, for I have been kept away from those all for 21 years.
A sense is sharpened only when it is never frozen all that time, for I have once
felt losing the sense when I wanted to make something that in fact it was easy for me
to create, however I couldn’t make it as I wanted. And I was upset because I couldn’t
make even a simple beautiful creation. And I thought that I couldn’t have my sense
back, since I felt I will have never again involve in that matter.
But now I know that my sense, which could make me enjoy my hobby, was once
intentionally taken away by God. However, when He commanded me to write down
a book and to compose a video book, even in a limited condition I could finish my
book, and now I compose this video book easily, because my sense has flowed back
relentlessly. Thus, I testify that God has been willing to give back my sense, so there
is no obstacle at all for me. This video book we composed in the end of May 2016 and
will just be completed when we release it.
What I want to say is the beauty of an inspiration won’t be obtained just like
that unless that inspiration is given by God to us. Thus, regard every good inspiration
The Philosophy of Flower
from the Prison
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that suddenly comes, for that doesn’t belong only to you; instead, it is given by God.
A creation can’t just be created like that, unless our mind is guided by God.
Thus, actually our spirit is connected with His Spirit. If not, how could we take a huge
leap without having any conceptual preparations. And if that inspiration has become
a concept, that will come along with our intelligence. However, is it true that our
intelligences completely belong to us? And I say, it is not so. It is also God’s Blessings.
If there is someone who falls so hard and then loses his memory, thus God
takes away his intelligence from the accident of his fall. But, God actually could also
take away or lessen our intelligence, for He has a reason to take our intelligence
away anytime He wants. Intelligence is abstract, it has no form, so if it’s taken away
by God, our body feels nothing, except we feel that our intelligence has decreased
or lost. Therefore, when your intelligence is lost, do introspection, maybe you once
misused your intelligence. I could say this since I ever felt that. My intelligence in
flower arrangement that I relied on could disappear for dozens of years.
And I testify that when I began this all, I didn’t have any concept, as in writing
down all God’s Revelations. And in taking my step presenting God’s Revelations to
the public, all that I have written down have been conceptualized perfectly, so I just
need to focus on listening to my inner voice and following what is crossing my mind
then I just need to write it down, so in fact the notes of God’s Revelations is like a
running text inside my mind. When a guest comes and she wants to give her good
opinions, I can’t do anything to follow her good advice, since I absolutely could take a
step only based on God’s Guidance. Thus, all the concepts of my life henceforth and
my duties that God gives me, I just carry them out. So, I don’t need to take a special
effort to think of the concept for the future, because I just receive it from God.
However, in order to secure myself from boisterous ways of rejection upon
God’s Revelations, thus I can’t take any step unless it is by God’s Approval and in the
means that He has stipulated. Hence, I am absolutized by God to stay in the path that
He has determined. And for me, that is the safest way and certainly will succeed since
it is blessed by Him. Therefore, whatever I am encountering doesn’t make me feel
frightened by the pressure, even though I am in a great danger. And I am also being
protected from any mistake that I don’t intentionally do and I am protected from any
risk that could break my path. Thus, I always fully surrender myself to God.
And all God’s Stipulations that bring happiness or sorrow I should go through
with full of gratitude. However, in every sadness that I feel, for sure I would have
been previously prepared to face it, therefore I am always able to face the condition
with fortitude and patience. What else should I enjoy, if not God’s Direction that
makes me feel relieved when I am sad, for I am always given an enjoyment, as when
He told me to compose this video book.
How the world is now filled with hardship and tension, therefore I feel comfort
for I need not to take pains facing all challenges, because if I unavoidably undergo
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difficulties or challenge, precisely at that time God’s Revelation is torrentially
descends down and I just need to write it down. And in the verses that I write down
God’s Endorsement upon me is very clear.
Thus, why should I feel sad facing all disturbances that bother me? Therefore
actually, for me, making this video book is an exciting enjoyment. For I feel like going
back to my old life as a flower artist. I can’t avert the bad connotation about me
one by one, because it’s already my destiny when I received a duty from God to do
spiritual renewal. It seems all parties are spitting on me, for who wants to believe me,
that I have really received God’s Revelation? So let’s make it this way, how about if we
try to see the truth through the language of flower and song? My floral arrangements
in this video book in fact are composed from my remaining energy at this old age and
a bit of sense that is bestowed to me by God.
According to Him, I may not succumb in my long sadness. I must legate the
knowledge of floral arrangement, which God bestowed me with, to the public. Truly,
my sense in floral arrangement just suddenly emerge by itself without I look for it
nor I learn purposely. Thus, the talent is gained by autodidact, but in my opinion it is
God’s Gift to me (Ladunni knowledge, that is knowledge from God’s Side).
And when I make the original book as well as this video book, my inspiration
flows like a fountain. The Philosophy of Flower from the Prison once I wrote when I
was in bed at the Tangerang Woman Penitentiary’s clinic, at that time I was getting
treatment for my diabetic disease. Meanwhile, when I want to transfer it to be a
video book, I am also crashed by a storm of calumnies. Thus, actually my physical
condition is vulnerable when I wrote my book as well as when I am making this video
book.
Appropriately, I can see that as God’s Blessing when I am in deep fall. And
He appeases me by giving me a sharp inspiration to make the book of Philosophy
of Flower from the Prison and change it to become a video book. Suitably, I also
comprehend this as a gift after passing His Trial, how I rely on His Love when I feel
sad. And that He doesn’t leave me although I am in that condition. For, where do I
get those all words from, since I never went through any education for such ability?
And how could I get such complete inspiration to become this video book, whilst I
never went anywhere, for I have been secluded by God in my own house ever since
I entered this destiny.
Praise the Lord upon all of His Blessings, and this is my offering for the art
world of floral arrangement, which once filled part of my life, before I carried His
Revelations. Hopefully my creation will not end in vain due to the accusation of
heresy. A thousand sprays of flower, a thousand words, a thousand choices and a
thousand beliefs upon a choice of truth, and I choose to convey the truth with the
language of flower.
Jakarta, June 22, 2016
The Philosophy of Flower
from the Prison
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My Arrangement is Like This When I Feel Upset
I make this flower arrangement when I realize
that the press also rejects God’s Revelation.
It seems that no one dares to speak up
justifying God’s Revelation that He is
descending down.
My flower arrangement is stating my
disappointment to the press who even
prefers to expose the accusation of heresy to
me, rather than examining the truth of God’s
Revelation that we present.
Yet, my expression of disappointment is
still beautiful, isn’t it? That is because I love
compassion and peace.
Disappointment should also be beautiful,
ha ha ha...
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My Arrangement is Like This
					When I Feel Uneasy
Saying the right thing should not be
the same as the conservative follower.
Saying the wrong thing is not always by yelling
because you feel right.
The relativity of influence from the era
enables fanaticism to serve not as
the element of truth anymore.
As clear as crystal the truth is, it is truly
through love. As bad as the fault is,
surely it is because of the rage and hatred.
I am uncertain about love at this time for love
can no longer be relied on for the truth.
18
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The Philosophy

of Flower from the Prison

W

hen there is no more comfort and safety everywhere, at least flower can
give such comfy feeling. I think of how would be the way to understand
all beautiful things, which bring comfort, and transfer it to somebody
else? I can’t always ask: “How are you doing? Are you okay in this prison?”
I can’t transfer happiness to them either. And I doubt whether this philosophy
of flower that I write could change their feeling or at least soothe them. I am always
pessimistic upon the truth that I am working on, worried to be accused as heretical
again. Thus, that is my suffering that I can gather to become the philosophy on my
flowers.
The Philosophy of Flower from the Prison make me comfort when I write it
down, for I am writing it in a room which is full of meaning. The presence of love
and the truth in the prison gives a melancholy and solemn nuance in my writing.
Supposedly love and truth can be philosophized through suffering in the prison, only
the inmates who can understand what I mean.
However, I don’t mean to infiltrate the truth from the prison, but rather at this
point I don’t need to ask anymore, what is the truth? Moreover from the prison,
the truth is transparent and meaningful, since herein exists a crime that could buy a
verdict or a decrease of the articles of indictment.
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The crime is dulled and covered by unsuitable legal
arguments. However, the truth is also the same, it is rarely
sharp nor empowered by knowledge.
Is there such thing like an intelligence and efficient
truth now? It is because duping by an argument of truth
is already common. The truth is fooled, or we are fooled
by the argument of truth?
I’ve been longing for a smart and sharp truth,
which could also turn the putrefactive law to be a victory
of the real truth. The duration I stay in the prison is not
unavailing. My truth needs not to be questioned, for it
comes from God.
Supposedly it is not merely a tyranny that will
smoothen the energy of truth to rise, but also the
patience to carry the rejected and denied truth. I would
be willing to walk travelling the time to whenever it takes
whilst enjoying the truth presented surrounding me.
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The accusation of heresy pointed to me should be
able to be proved. And as much as I could, I should be
able to prove that I’m not heretical as well. Whatever I
experience, I should be able to turn it to be a truth. And
in this prison, my time is very important for me to state
that I am not heretical. My defence in the court was not
regarded, but maybe it should be that way. Truly,
the truth must be able to be proved through daily
activities and tyranny.
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It is not only evilness that exists here,
virtuousness does also. It is not only tears that is
present here, but hilarity exists as well. So, what
did I say, if there is no truth that I can raise from
here, then from where could I lift up the root of
truth? Even in the outside, it is already very hard
to interpret the truth.

There is nothing to be praised here if there
is no courage to see the fact of truth and love
amidst the hustle and bustle of sins. Love always
brings in the comfort of compassion. When its
truth and beauty are expressed with flowers, ugh…how
beautiful it is.
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Various Kinds of Flower

and Their Symbols

T

housands of flower kinds and the symbol of those flowers, however it is
impossible we can describe them all in this book, due to the limitation of
space. Moreover, this book of The Philosophy of Flower from the Prison
doesn’t prioritize that, since we don’t specialize in deepening the symbol of every
flower or the meaning of certain flower symbol. We just present some kinds of flower
that are often used in an arrangement.

Moon Orchid (Phalaenopsis)

I try to start by describing the meaning of moon orchid
(Phalaenopsis Amabilis). It’s white colour is pure, the endurance
of the flower bloom is quite long so the beauty stays long enough.
The shape is really beautiful and perfect. Therefore, I consider it as
the queen of orchid. For me, the white colour of the moon orchid
imposes me to render it as the queen of orchid. It is solely my
judgment, without ignoring the choice of PAI (Indonesian Orchid
Society) for their queen of orchid. Orchid has many colours and
kinds, however why do I choose the white moon orchid as the
queen of orchid? It is because the white colour is the symbol of
purity. The philosophy of flower I began with the moon orchid.
Please allow me to make the Philosophy of Flower through my
judgment that is guided by God through Archangel Jibril.

Jasmine ( Jasminum)

God always gives a purpose upon all His creations, we
just follow His purposefulness through the visual form
presented upon everything that has already in shape
from Him. The scented jasmine surely means fragrance
and freshness, and the white colour may remind us of
something that is small, pure and fragrant. Even the
smallest sincere and holy devotion, certainly it freshens
and scents. As small as a good deed, it surely scents
one’s name. So is the small and pretty jasmine, but the
smell and the name are praised.
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Rose (Rosa)

Rose, its petals are structured beautifully, the smell is
good and the spray is thorny. Its colour is colourful. Rose usually
serves as the symbol of love. It is always used for Valentine day.
I think the impression of rose as the symbol of love is universal.
Therefore, rose means love. So if there is a judge whose verdict is
just, you may send him a red rose.

The Sunflower (Helianthus annuus)

Aligns with the shape that
is considered like a bright sun, the colour is also
bright yellow, the form is strong and dominant.
Such as the sun that brightly gives life to the
nature, so logically the sunflower symbolizes the
enlightenment and brightness of life. The shape
and colour, which is strong and dominant, could be
considered as symbolizing the strength. And in the
nuance of inflorescence, we render the sunflower as
the symbol of the Holy Spirit’s enlightenment, for he
is also the spirit of the sun.

Ixora (Saraca asoca)

I consider Ixora is suitable if I use it to symbolize
togetherness, since the shape of Ixora is clumping. Ixora
always comes together, doesn’t it? The clumping Ixora is
rarely used for flower arrangement, but it is very good to be
a pressed flower as a material to decorate a card or painting,
or functional objects such as tissue box, storage box, and
so forth. Ixora is the symbol of togetherness because of
love. Without love, an eternal togetherness won’t be realized. If there is an egoistic
person, who rarely wants to sacrifice for his other fellow human beings, send him a
card decorated with ixora. Just fill the card fully with ixora. It indicates we want him
to like togetherness.

Lily (Lilium)

The scented lily, the shape is like a trumpet. The truth is good when
it is resounded through something that is beautiful and smell good so it
could become a philosophy that is believed and fought for. Lily can be
likened as the symbol of the scented trumpet of truth. Should there is
someone who is deaf upon the truth, don’t just send him a spray of lily;
but instead, send him the whole basket!
The Philosophy of Flower
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Allamanda or the Golden Trumpet

The Golden Trumpet as a vine plant could not also be
used as a material of flower arrangement in a vase, but it
is also pretty to be used in a series of cards or paintings. It
dangles and spreads beautifully, and could be symbolized
as a supple. Because Allamanda frequently flourishes, so
it is used as a symbol of bliss. Like a beautiful lady who is
gracious and brings joy.

Baby’s Breath (Gypsophila)

Gypsophila or baby’s breath, as its name the breath of a baby,
thus the purity of a baby and the holiness of a white colour come
with the name. Whatever symbolized as a purely holy certainly
generates an image of holiness and serenity. If the baby’s breath
is arranged with roses, wow it is really beautiful.
The combination of those two flowers means the purity and
the holiness of love. Supposedly roses are arranged with baby’s
breath to be rendered as a meaning of a holy and sincere peace
symbol, truly the nuance of peace is very beautiful and solemn.

Hortensia (Hydrangea Macrophylla)

Hydrangea comes in throng. The thronged flowers could be interpreted as
“together we reach the victory”. Hydrangea can be symbolized as the spirit of unity.
Today, our nation is going through an irritation of the spirit of unity.
Unfortunately, hydrangea can’t stay blooming for too long should it is picked
for flower arrangement. It is more suitable to be added in the garden decoration
of a party. The bunch shape could become a focus in the art of landscape garden.
However, the hydrangea’s petals are beautiful to be dried and pressed for collage
and card. The spirit of unity needs to be raised through whatever
including the philosophy of flower.

Bougainvillea

When
reading
the
news about President Barack
Obama’s visit to Indonesia on
last November 10, 2010, as
if I got an inspiration from his
speech that praised Indonesia
regarding Bhinneka Tunggal Ika
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(official national motto of Indonesia) and religious
tolerance in Indonesia. Then I value that as a
high hope from him that we should realize. From
his speech that moved me, I consider Bhinneka
Tunggal Ika needs to be symbolized as a flower.
And what is proper to resemble the condition of
Bhinneka Tunggal Ika is the flowers as the result
of a crossbred flowers.
Bougainvillea now is colourful as the result
of a cross between strains. Supposedly that
could be symbolized as Bhinneka (diversity).
Bougainvillea can’t endure when it’s arranged in
the vase, yet it is beautiful when it is dried and
pressed to be the decoration of collage and card.
The diverse colour could be considered as a spirit
of togetherness in an arrangement.
The colour of Bougainvillea can stay long, the flower’s petals are also strong
to endure, the shape easily adjusts to the surrounding. All parts of the plants can
be used. The branch, leaf, flower and the bud are perfectly beneficial for flower
arrangement and decoration for collage or card. From that character, bougainvillea
symbolizes endurance and benefit. Bougainvillea stands strong amidst the aridity
and the scorching heat. The stronger the scorching heat, the flower blooms more
frequently. That is the endurance of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.
Ugh, here is many inmates that their sentences are tremendously long.
Hopefully they want to make a reflection on the endurance of bougainvillea that the
flowers bloom more in the scorching heat

Carnation (Dianthus caryophyllus)

Carnation when it blooms, the petals are in layers, curly
like a lace, so beautiful. The name and the shape are very
feminine. After all, carnation is lovely like a pretty woman, so it
symbolizes a lovely and noble woman. Why do I mention noble?
For carnation is without a sin, even it is never used for idolatrous
ceremony in sacralised places (graves).
Certainly my standard in judging is never separated from
tawheedness, absolute monotheism. The flower’s purity is truly
worthy to be raised in its philosophy. Flower is a true beauty
indeed, for it always gives its beauty and without a sin.
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Water Lily (Nymphaea)

Within every flower’s beauty there is always a
meaning that can be cited from each character. The
philosophy of flower can reach everywhere, without
being able to be restricted. Every nation judges the
principle of perfectness through anything for its
respective philosophy.
Water lily is sacralised by the Buddhists. Water lily
floats on the water like an angel flying down playing on the
pond. When the flower as if not treading on the ground
and lightly floating, so it is like an angel. For me, the ritual
of Buddhism that is fond of flower arrangement as an
offering, which sacralised the water lily, has a heavens’
philosophy. If we observe water plants that could be
used to embellish a fish pond and listen to the gurgling
sound of water from the fountain, amongst them there
is a cluster of water lily plants, which are blooming and
bear fruits.
Could the peace be imagined up to the bottom of
the heart? Supposedly the water lily on the pond could
talk, it will be touched to see human beings enjoy the
peace and the serenity watching it. I just imagine the
monks of the Japanese Buddhists who arrange the
flowers for offering to God, so the custom of the art of
Ikebana and the art of pond embellishment is created.
For sure wherever there is a solemnity, therein will rise
an advanced culture. Where there is a happiness, therein
God’s Blessing is felt. The perpetuity of culture is a
Compassion and Blessing from Him.

Bamboo (Bambuseae)

Bamboo grove is known as the sacralised plants in
China so it is known as the country of Bamboo Curtain.
The typical Japanese garden, Zen culture always includes
bamboo as an important element.
The simplicity of Japanese garden may be imitated
for the solemn nuance is felt serene and joyful. The
structure of the gravels and other natural stones has
an ideal composition of the East. The stone and gravel
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structure as well as the decorative plants are really contemplative. Japanese garden
is a contemplative garden, which tends as a spiritual object.
Meanwhile, the root of the bamboo plant is very strong, so the erect and
soaring tall bamboo will not fall down although it is hit by a gale. The fibre of bamboo
is really strong unbreakable even by a strong wind. Maybe the noble character of
the Japanese could be reviewed through their philosophy, such as from the ikebana
flower arrangement and its Zen garden. Beautiful and artistic, soothing and not
boring, that is the gracious Japanese culture.
The bamboo plant, which its physical is erect and withstand against the wind,
its root is strong and its branches can be weaved, so is its stalk can be made as a
partition or weaved to be a wall-sheet and pillar. Thus, the philosophy of bamboo,
I liken as the truth and honesty. Truth obtained through honesty and symbolized
through the erect stalk of bamboo. Therefore, the philosophy of bamboo can be
likened as honesty that strongly endures so the truth is attained. In other words,
bamboo is the symbol of honesty and truth.

Poinsettia (Euphorbia Pulcherrima)

Wow, for me, poinsettia, which is blooming to
be a cheerful red flower is too beautiful. The petals
of the flower are like velvet. Poinsettia is also known
as a Christmas flower, for in December, poinsettia
blooms simultaneously, dominating the florists and
plant shops. Poinsettia is intentionally planted so it
could be displayed in December in order to meet
the demand from the customers, who celebrate
Christmas and New Year.
However, I want to state my contemplation
about poinsettia. For me, the meaning and the name
of poinsettia has drawn my attention more. The name
of poinsettia, if it’s needed to be elucidated, it has two meanings, “point”, more
or less as a point or as a nucleus or an essence. “Setia”, means who is devoted or
devotion (in Indonesian language the word ‘setia’ means devoted or devotion). Thus,
the combination of them both could mean the essence or the core of devotion.
There is no purity of devotion that could surpass the essence of devotion of
His servant to God. That is the philosophy of poinsettia. That is why we like to use it
for decoration of our Holy Day, on January 1st, coincides with a new year, which is
celebrated by all nations in the world.
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Chrysanthemum

It is rare that whoever sees Chrysanthemum
considered it as a flower of peace instead of the
mourning flower, even though chrysanthemum
is often used in flower arrangement to state a
mourning. The funerary wreathes are usually filled
with Chrysanthemums due to its colour, which is
neutral white, it could be used for any purpose and
the petals are dense.
The size is larger than the other flowers, so
when it is arranged, it is easy to fill the space. That is
why chrysanthemum is often used on krans/standing
flower or board flower.
That’s why I said that even it is used in a flower
krans or standing flower, but it is not amongst the mourning flowers. A mourning
flower certainly has a gloomy colour (purple/siklam). The colour of Chrysanthemum
makes this flower neutral. Therefore, I insert an applicable meaning, that is the
symbol of peace. Because Chrysanthemum can give an impression of peace when
it is arranged for a peace purposes. When it is arranged to be a flower krans, so it is
better to categorize it as a symbol of peace. Peace for people who have moved to
another realm or it could be symbolized as peace that is expected in a calm ‘space’.
For an arrangement as mentioned latter, it is okay to place the chrysanthemum’s
arrangement in the middle of protesters or in the middle of an expanded spiny fence
at the street, or as a gift for those who succeed coming forth as a fighter of peace.
This flower has an erect stalk, so is its petal. A crossbreading of import gerbera with the local one results in
habitat combination that stalk of the hybrid gerbera is
stronger and its petal is bigger and endures longer when it is
arranged.
However, gerbera is more proper to be arranged
with short stalk, to ensure the stalk doesn’t bend over
first when it is put side by side with the other flowers. But,
the erect gerbera’s stalk and also its straight petal could
be the symbol of honesty. When honesty should endure
against any exposure, certainly the gerbera’s stalk can’t
be expected to endure, since it can be predicted that it
could bend over anytime. Therefore, the honesty can’t be
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Gerbera

expected to last. So, it can be liken as a weak honesty.
So, if there is someone who deceives you, just give them a spray of gerbera,
which its stalk has bent over. Just consider the gift of gerbera with the bent over stalk
is contradictory in its goal and purpose with the purpose to give someone a spray of
rose on the valentine day. Doesn’t it? So, if you are upset with someone who doesn’t
keep his promise, to prevent a disagreement, just give him a spray of gerbera (which
the stalk has bent over).

Caspia (Limonium)

Delicate, dangling and the colour is purplish pink. When
spreading amongst the flower arrangement, caspia serves as
the softening element of the arrangement. Due to its function
as the supplement of the arrangement and the softening
element, then it’s role is also as the filler of the space and the
softening element as baby’s breath in flower arrangement.
Therefore, say that caspia is like a sound of harp. The
soft sound of harp is as feminine as caspia, so when it is
symbolized as pliancy or the beauty that is pliant, surely it is
very suitable.

Calla Lily (Zantedeschia Aethiopica)

The shape is like a trumpet, the colour is
various, such as white, yellow and red siklam. If
the trumpet could sound loudly, then calla lily,
which its shape is like a trumpet, could be meant
as a trumpet of truth.
And if the colour of calla lily is white,
certainly the truth is holy. And if it is red siklam,
the truth, which is sounding, is feeling blue
because of certain problem. Meanwhile, if the
colour is yellow, means festivity or carefulness.
The two meanings could be meant: be careful
if celebrating a festivity of truth. Don’t slip and
don’t be too outrageous. The sound of truth is truly diverse. Keep reminding each
other so the truth will still be cleanly holy. Without it, the truth can divert its direction.
Thus, the flower arrangement that uses calla lily can be intended for a festivity
to show the day of victory or to send specific message.
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Heliconia or Lobster-claw (Heliconia
colinsiana)

The shape of the flower is similar to banana, for its
leaf is like the leaf of banana. The shape of the flower is also
drooping like banana. From its shape we could give meaning
to heliconia as a tropical flower. Even though heliconia is
not a real banana, however, the symbol of banana we could
relate to Indonesia. So then heliconia becomes the symbol
of Indonesia. Its red colour is like the Indonesian’s flag.
Heliconia belongs to flowers that have masculine nuance.
The arrangement of heliconia is better not to be
combined with the other flowers. The solitaire character of
heiconia makes it difficult to be combined with the other
flowers. It is enough just the leaves and heliconia flowers
plug into a large earthenware bowl and arranged to face all
sides. Then, it becomes a solitary arrangement. The solitary
heliconia reminds me to the solitary of Heaven of Eden in
the future.

Anthurium or Flamingo FLower (Anthurium
Andraeanum)

The shape of anthurium is like an ear and its bud is like
a pole or a rod, so it gives an inspiration as a good listener
and becomes a rod of truth. The colour of anthurium is
white, adding to the meaning as the good and holy listener.
If that meaning is combined with the meaning of its erect
stalk, probably it becomes a conclusion, which enforces the
rod of truth. A good thought from the truth that one listens
to becomes the rod of truth.
Truly, anthurium could be used for certain purpose
to state a good advice from the sender, so the people who
receive the anthurium arrangement, should not be blind
and deaf and don’t want to listen to a good advice. However,
the white anthurium arrangement could be symbolized as
an advice to open the heart to see the truth and not to
be heedless. Nevertheless, if anthurium arrangement is
intended for common purpose, certainly it is fine. But for
me, anthurium could be stated as the symbol of the ear of
truth.
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Statice or Sea Lavender (Limonium Sinuatum)
Statice’s coloures are purple, pink and yellow. It’s
really suitable to be used as an accent or fill in flower.
Since statice’s shape is a bunch and the blooming is
long, and could be dried, thus it could be used in two
kinds of arrangement, fresh flower and dried flower
arrangement. This benefit makes me want to mention
the philosophy as the endurance and dualism of the
benefit, that is two beauties in one or longevity.

The character that is merely just a filler, but
also could be used as the determinant factor of the
composition of the arrangement rhythm. Due to its character, statice could be
considered as the peace maker amongst the other material differences.

Miscellany Flowers

Miscellany flowers usually consists of wild
rose, jasmine, frangipani, cananga, and slices of
pandan leaves. Miscellany flowers is specifically
used for spread flower over the grave, it is done to
respect the loved one who has passed away. Thus,
the spread flower is a mourning miscellany flowers.
Miscellany flowers is also used for common
rituals to praise the sacralised spirits. And the
meaning is clear related to the mystical matters and
sacredness. Thereof, miscellany flowers is not on
the list of the reasoning of the Philosophy of Flower
from the Prison that we write. Because we can’t
connect our philosophy with matters that related with mysticism let alone idolatry.
Certainly there are still so many kinds of flower which their characters
might create a meaning that could be concocted to be a philosophy.
However, I don’t have much time anymore to ponder about the
philosophy of flower. My disciples are waiting for me
here to explain the theory and the principles of
Selec
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The Prickly Rose
Don’t be any futility to the rose, even it has thorns. Whether you like
it or not, rose is prickly, but it is the symbol of love. The guru of truth
expresses his love and truth through wise and smart words. And red
rose is the symbol of love. Indeed there is love that has thorns and
there is also love that is beautiful and fragrant. So is the truth, if there
is a thorn, then the truth has become a hatred.
If it is fragrant, the truth certainly becomes a real truth.

Contrast

This is a contrast between
violence and love
This is a pro-contrast
that doesn’t suit each other.
But the art can speak
through anything.
Just say it is the figure
of contrasting the situation
which would be delivered
by the spiny fence with rose,
it is the same as violence with love.
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Flower and the Colour Symbol

I

n the following section, the symbols of colour will be explained. The
philosophy of flower and the meaning of the colour symbol enable you to
record further the meaning of the flower arrangement. Everything that is
valuable, certainly it starts from the beauty and its meaning. Therefore, make your
arrangement be beautiful and meaningful.
A bit of beauty without any meaning won’t get any attention. A bit of meaningful
beauty surely moves our hearts, at least could rise emotion. Gives a spray of jasmine
with sincere smile and compassion, certainly it will truly impressive. Gives a stack
of money and throw it to someone’s face, certainly it won’t be valuable for him.
Sincerity and beauty is a harmony, and the fruit is the truth or virtuousness.
Give a fruit or flower to them who are ousted in the prison. It is not the same
with sending a bouquet of expensive flowers or fruits for the rulers or officials. They
live in a luxurious life. A delivery of flowers or fruits for them doesn’t have the same
meaning compared to those who are in the prison or a garbage man who receive a
spray of flower or a fruit. Compassion gives value to a gift. Gives your compassion
in your gift. Gives your love to flower and make a beautiful arrangement that is
meaningful for your gift. Okay?
White is peace, neutral and holy. That is why it is the colour chosen by Eden.
Red, they say, is the sign of bravery. Therefore, red-white becomes the colour of the
Indonesian flag. The blood-red colour could also symbolize a courage or a fervent
spirit or beware of a danger, however pink is a soft colour, romantic, elegant and
feminine. Dominant green soothes the feeling. Green is the symbol of fertility,
freshness or youth.
The colour of golden-yellow means majestic and kingdom. Black is the colour
of mourning, death or badness, also strength and persistence. Purple is the symbol
of sadness or solitude. Pink is the colour of love. Brick brown is the colour of nature
(soil). Pastel colour is a modern colour and tend to set as the chosen colour of people
with high taste.
Red has a meaning of success, victory, courage. Blue has a meaning of the
birth of a baby boy (masculinity), sadness. If love is in turmoil, confusion, it is said
‘love is blue’. Pink means a tender love, feminine. And a gift for a baby girl usually
wrapped in a pink colour.
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Hanging Style
This hanging style arrangement is
different with the usual one and ikebana
hanging style. However, this is the hanging
style that I make to follow my sense to create
an unusual hanging style arrangement.
I prefer flowers that dance, since it
doesn’t become erotic. I love classical song
and a solemn romantic song rather than a
‘dangdut’ song and everything that is erotic
with immoral nuance.
Indonesian art and culture should
be more gracious and honourable when
our country is known as the center of the
descended down of God’s Revelation, and
Heaven is here.
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Creating

a Good Design

H

ow to concept a good design? Don’t be impetuous in deciding something
that is highfaluting, before you are sure what is suitable to be put in the
empty space that would be made as bright with the flower arrangement.
Don’t think about it cursorily of what you want to arrange.
The trend of flower arrangement art today is no less than the development
of the other arts. Every room interior seems incomplete when there is no suitable
flower arrangement to that room. International flower arrangement exhibitions are
always able to present new trends in flower arrangement, so floral business and
flower connoisseurs are triggered to keep digging the business potency and the
improvement of flower arrangement idea. Align with it, all people are fond of the art
of flower arrangement.
It has become a primary need in the life of modern civilization. However, don’t
be panic in selecting the style of flower arrangement, since there are so many styles
that the beauty is competing to one another. Western style has now shifted from the
colonial arrangement ranging from the typical geometrical and conventional shape,
moves to a western style, which is full of taste and exciting accentuation.
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Floral art has reached the equality of inspiration with the exclusive level of art
beyond expectation, because flower arrangement all this time is just considered as
the art of decoration, which is only temporary due to the endurance that last only a
few days. That is the difference with the art of painting, sculpting, music and others
that can be eternal and the creator could become a legend as the maestro of all ages
in his field.
However, from the fast development through seriousness in arranging the
flowers for the temples, churches and other sacred worship places, as Zen culture
that colours the art of interior and flower arrangement, and from the philosophy of
standardized Ikebana and Zen, the seriousness in developing that culture generates
the free styles that accommodate the philosophy of Ikebana or Zen up to the free
style that liberally develops the sense and creativity.
From therein the art of international flower arrangement develops fast, which
is the combination of the exposure of Ikebana and Western styles as well as Asian
country traditional styles. From those all combinations then born a free style with
international nuance. All styles could be combined in international flower exhibitions,
which present exclusive flower arrangements and the flower installation, garden and
flower art in fashion show and flower parade.
The Philosophy of Flower
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As for what can perpetuate the tradition of the art of flower arrangement,
it is the art of dry flower arrangement, which can be combined with a painting to
be a collage painting of dry flower, for this art creation could last a long time as a
display, although the dry flowers still need maintenance. Therefore, they need to be
preserved with silica gel and hardened with resin.

And this is Rikka classic arrangement from Ikenobo:

Flower Arrangement Ikebana Style

The art maestros in flower arrangement come from Japan, since the custom of
flower arrangement of Ikebana in Japan consistently related the Ikebana philosophy
to spiritualism. Thereof, Ikebana flower arrangement endures and develops in line
with the fanaticism upon the culture and spiritual that valid in Japan. Thus, Ikebana
and spiritualism that come along with it has been acknowledged by the world.
As for the Ikebana Ikenobo arrangement, it is the art of the oldest Ikebana
flower arrangement in Japan, initiated the art of Ikebana in the seventh century.
Ikenobo first started at the edge of the pond at Rokkakudo temple, introduced by
Ono-no-Imoko, the head of priest who was also the member of the royal family.
In the ancient time, Ikebana Ikenobo arrangement could only be seen at
the palace and the temple. However, later on it could be seen in Ikebana schools,
which then arose in Japan. There are thousands of Ikebana schools that different in
principles of the arrangement way, depend on the founder. Thus, new and modern
Ikebana schools then are born.

Rikka classic arrangement from Ikenobo

Rikka modern arrangement from Ikenobo

Ikebana spreads throughout the world and popularizes its art of installation.
Hiroshi Teshigahara and Akane Teshigahara from Sogetsu are the maestros of Ikebana
and they exhibit the art of a colossal Ikebana installation from bamboo.

Classic shape of Ikenobo still exists, but it is also going through a development
that is still guided under the nine main stalks, those are: 1. Shin, 2. Soe, 3. Nagashi, 4.
Uke, 5. Hikae, 6. Mikoshi, 7. Shoshin, 8. Do, 9. Maeoki.
Besides the classic Rikka, there is a simple Sokka. And there is Jiyuka, a free
style arrangement of Ikenobo. Moreover, Ikebana schools in Japan, most of them
have modern school with basic principle just uses three main stalks, those are: Shin,
Soe and Tae or they use other terms. Every school uses different names on the main
stalks that they use. Ikenobo still exists in the competition with the other Ikebana
schools.
The tradition of Ikebana arrangement that uses a low flat vase with a wide
surface is called Moribana, whilst the style that uses a tall upright vase is called
Nageire.

Maitake (Dancing Bamboo) in Hiroshima Municipal Museum of Contemporary Art 1997
by the Late Iemoto Hiroshi Teshighara from Sogetsu Ikebana
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and leaves plait, so European style divulges its destiny to be a modern European
style, as what is developed and enthused by the international world at this time.
As for the Western style, it has also taken a huge step to penetrate the
competition of exclusivism of Ikebana style and Western style arrangement. However,
the typical characteristic of Western style, which uses mass flowers and geometrical
shapes still underlies the contemporary Western style and the free style of Western
style arrangement, as the picture below:

Flower Arrangement, a Creation of Iemoto Akane Teshigahara from Sogetsu Ikebana

As for the Ikebana style arrangement that is exotic and artistic, it also has taken
a huge leap to a contemporary art, even though the traditional Japanese cultural
value is still strongly attached. And in its modernity of the appearance of Ikebana
free style arrangement and its colossal arrangement, it is the blessings of Japanese
people’s consistency, who are seriously nourish their culture through Ikebana. The
spirit of Japanese culture through Ikebana has spread worldwide.

Circles of Life by Robin Van Nuffelen

Western Style Flower Arrangement

The western style flower arrangement doesn’t have deep philosophy. Its
philosophy is just seen when the displayed arrangement is given a title. From that
title we then know the philosophy from that arrangement. As for the principles of
Western style arrangement (Europe), they refer to the geometrical shapes: round,
rectangle, triangle and oval. However, the geometrical shapes now have opened
themselves more freely to express their geometrical shapes with a free enjoyment
and make continuous traditional shapes, which are geometrical with modern taste
and free style.
Nowadays, the modern western style flower arrangement expresses the
development of geometrical shape with the sense of tropical taste, because in my
opinion the rise of new ideas in the art of western style flower arrangement can’t
be separated from the combination of traditional and modern shapes in various
countries in the world and the Asian sense, which likes to create a string of flowers
or braided like Indonesian string of jasmine and India, which is known for its floral
garland, whilst Thailand, known for leaves plait as well as the string of flowers. Each
country has different taste. When European style adopts the string of flowers style
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Asian Style Flower Arrangement

As for the other Asian traditional arrangements, those have not come forth
completely in international stage as Ikebana, since their traditional arrangement
shapes have not moved to be a flower arrangement that drawn attention publicly in
the international world. However, the art of making a string of flower and weaving
the leaves and flowers from Asian countries have been adopted to be an exotic free
shape in Western style arrangement. I think it’s already representing the Asian flower
arrangement to become a taste of international flower arrangement.

As for the Indonesian traditional floral arrangement, it has been
introduced through the string of jasmine and the art of carving and weaving
coconut leaves. In Indonesia, there are two areas that have a tradition to
arrange ‘janur’ (coconut leaves) and flowers, those are Java and Bali. Those
two areas introduce the Indonesian traditional arrangement, for all occasions
in Java for sure use coconut leaves and flower arrangement, especially in
brightening the wedding ceremony. Whilst in Bali, coconut leaves and flower
arrangement usually known for being used in spiritual rites.

The art of Thailand style in flower arrangement, which is dominated with a
string of jasmine and weave of leaves, maybe it could represent the art of Asian
flower arrangement, which started to be recognized by the international world.

The Art of Thailand Flower Arrangement

As for the other Asian country, such as India, it also has specific string of flowers
that is usually worn in religious ritual occasions or festive day celebrations.
Coconut leaves arrangement in ‘gebogan’ parade in Bali. (Note: Gebogan is a Balinese
offering consisted of many kind of fruits, flowers and other ornaments).

No matter how much, the Indonesian traditional flower artists have tried
to develop the Indonesian traditional flower arrangement. Unfortunately,
these traditional style flower artists have not yet focused in developing the
Indonesian flower arrangement to modern arrangement, which has free style
yet still shows the Indonesian taste.

The Art of Indian Flower Arrangement
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Knowing the world maestros’ arrangement make us wish to raise the art of
flower arrangement to be an art that could be respected as a branch of design
science, which properly has curriculum for high education acknowledged like
the other branches of art that have already been established. For the beginner,
it is better to try comprehending design principles and basic principles of
flower arrangement art.
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Ondel-ondel Emigrates
Coconut leaves (Janur) arrangement
inspired by ondel-ondel (a giant puppet
used in the parade of Batavians).
Modernization of culture can be done
through anything. Ondel-ondel the
symbol of Batavia, Jakarta, in my
opinion it suits not a metropolitan
taste. How about if we improve it
aligns with the development of the
art of ‘janur’ such this is, so that the
Indonesian culture in metropolitan city
suits the international sense.
This is just an advice..

SimplicityJanur
A free style of Indonesian
janur arrangement.
Janur is slightly moving to a
free style arrangement, but
it still consists of traditional
elements.

As for preparing ourselves to make a good design, we have to know what
we need, since in flower market, thousands of combination plants, which
arouse imagination, are sold. Many materials we could combine, so be smart
in choosing the material and the container. That combination could be the
various shape and size of plant elements.
After all, we often take materials more than we need, but don’t be
exaggerated buying materials so those will end in the garbage can. However,
don’t be lack of material so that you can’t create an exotic arrangement
due to shortage of material. It is better that the design concept has been
determined since you are still at home, so you won’t have a hungry eyes to
see so many variations of flower and beautiful leaves at the flower market. If
you are confused to decide what flowers you want to buy, later you will also
be confused to choose or decide the arrangement style that you should make.
In this book, we describe practical ways to make flower arrangement
in general style, those are round, vertical and horizontal styles, also crescent
moon style, and others. However, many styles could be applied through basic
shapes. If you want to make a flower arrangement in original basic style, which
you can find anywhere at the flower markets or florists, it is common. But if
you dare not to develop an idea, in this book we take a chance to present
many free style flower arrangement. Because I like free style or abstract
arrangement that triggers imagination and competition on floral art. However,
for the layman or the beginner, they better learn how to understand and apply
basic principles in flower arrangement. Because if they have no experience,
certainly the idea often impeded by commonness.
One impeded way is lack of idea. Idea is instigated by a good and beautiful
material. Therefore, before making an idea, picturing first the elaboration of
creation of the materials you have chosen, the rest let the idea flow through
the process of material formation that bend together or erect and tasted.
For a moment, let the idea stay and be ingrained before you decide what you
will do next. The selection of material and container that have been adjusted
with the designated space will enable you to gain the elaboration of further
imagination.
There is no creation and the result of it before you understand the basic
principles. Then, if we want to make flower arrangement, surely there are
principles to make a good design. I mention that the basic principles of flower
arrangement are in accord with the basic principles of interior and landscape
gardening. It is not too different. And the difference is only related to the
plane and space and the application of material design.
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For that purpose we need to understand the meaning or the impression
resulted by several matters, such as follows:
• Line			
• Plane 		
• Texture		
• Dominant		
• Focus		
• Repetition and Contrast
• Balance		
• Scale and Proportion • Rhythm
• Shape		
• Colour		
• Accentuation
• Harmony		
• Lighting
Arranging or designing is planning a specific placement or making a
relation of the materials that we want with the design chosen in your heart.
That is called an active creation. The requirement is that we have to be
sensitive enough upon the available materials, imagine about the utilization
and have the courage to realize the idea. The ideal condition is that we should
try to bring about the idea or imagine it in our thought some matters in the
design that we want before starting:

The Line

T

he line could become a meaningful element in a design. One straight line
alone, has no rhythm and just a very small contribution on the design.
However, the line we could bend, so it forms a spiral, zigzag, winding, and it
shows the movement and gives the meaning of calmness, simplicity, speed, tension,
bliss and restlessness.

• How is the good placement of the similar and non-similar shapes.
• The shape and the lines that have specific intention or meaning.
• The color and the composition, we should create an attraction and the
movement, emphasize and meaning in the structure of the harmonious
color scheme.

The Sunflower Traveling the Time
The stone and the dried
sunflower seem like a
tickling time.
As dry as the sunflower
that travels the time, as
hard as the stone stricken
by the light.
There is nothing eternal
but time.
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The straight line means honesty.
A collection of straight lines means a collection of honesties that yields in truth.
The beauty of this flower arrangement represents a collection of honesties that yields in
the beautiful and round truth.
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A Weak Line: Non-Active, Smooth and Flowing

A line can be weak or strong, smooth or rough,
rigid or flexure. A strong line shows vitality. The weak
and non-active line will give an impression of withered
or sentimental situation. A line is more than the other
elements in the design. A horizontal flat line makes
illusion of relax non-volatile. And the erect line gives
impression of alive or independent. The bent and
weak line
soaring lines are like a seasoned endurance, whilst
the drooping line is like an interesting suppleness.
Thus, the impression of a line is different and has a
quality of movement that has a rhythm when it is not divided.

conflict as well. In the composition, it is a challenge how to give variation
on the design. Among them is to utilize the contrast of the line, size,
amount, shape, value, colour and texture.
Just at the moment we introduce a contrast, thus we create tension
between the line with the direction, which is contradictory, with the
smooth and rough texture, between the value, motive, size and shape.
This variation could result in a conflict, except when there is a dominant
element on the certain part of the design.

A line could be an invisible path between two points or more. And it
could also become a focused movement from the repetitive shapes.

A Strong Line: Strong, Robust and Rigid

Vertical line: it is a strong line, robust, firm
without compromise. Horizontal line indicates
calmness, passive, peace, not-wild, since such
position invite us to take a rest. The crossing
point between vertical and horizontal lines is the
most dominant point on every design.
strong line
Whilst the diagonal or slant line indicates
the depth of the design by its natural silent character. The diagonal line
could be used for balancing, slowing the swift line, impeding the very
strong vertical line and to create a strong attraction point.
The thin curved line creates small change in the direction, loose,
supple, flexible, and gives a dynamic continuity, gentle, feminine, and a
little bit lazy. The exaggerated utilization of this line will create a weak
unclear design. The strong curved line gives an active character on the
design, especially if it is in spiral form.
A winding and bent lines are difficult to be well utilized since the
changing direction is too often. Its sudden, intermittent, agile and
interesting give impression like a lightning, sharp and mean, and full of
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A

B

C

A and B harmonious,
A and D contrast.

Contrast of texture

D
Contrast of line
thick and thin

Contrast of value

Contrast of direction
and value

Contrast of size

Contrast of direction
and thickness

Contrast of size
and value
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Selection of Material

A Category

One of the categories of beautiful is flower and stones.
Beautiful shape of natural stones
is not only fine-looking but also preserve a meaning.
And flower arrangement is not only about beauty,
but could also hold a meaning.
But that is the category of an existence.
Because if it is not from a beauty, how could we
recognize an existence?
Value an existence from all beautiful things.
Beautiful utterance, deed and creation, those are the
category of civilization.
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If you are sloppy, how could your flower arrangement
be beautiful? Select a perfect material for your
arrangement.
If you unavoidably use a tainted material, no matter
how small it is, consider that you have made a mistake
since you have tolerated the taint. And consider that
as a tolerance to a mistake. A serious sin begins with a
small taint or a small mistake.
A custom to select the best material without any taint
and defect will accustom you to be careful and serious
and be a perfection lover. That properness sharpens
you to always purify your conscience in any errand.
However, if you tend to cover a taint, it is the same as
you dull your conscience.
Your bad habit could be piling up to be a habit to do a
mistake or recklessness. If you are lazy to cleanse your
conscience, how could you create a beautiful truth?
Choose better friends and choose beautiful words in
your utterance, so your heart will be comfy and peaceful
and you are loved.
A beauty will not be created until there is a beat of
compassion when selecting. The selection from love in
your heart certainly is the best selection.
Choose the best friend.
What you choose is what you get!
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Plane

A

ll leaves and flowers seen from the perspective
of the art of flower arrangement is a plane.
Take one leaf and look at it from the above,
underneath, horizontal, diagonal, the side, front or back
side, closer to the light or moving away from the light,
think carefully of every possibility. Perhaps the various
shape of leaf will create a more beautiful creation.

A plane could be in any form. If by bending or
changing the angle will become three dimensions,
then two or more planes that are made will have a
different movement. A good handling of the plane,
tilt or heap them up will create accentuation or less
attention, help to give movement and life on the
design. A flowing design, certainly starts from the
handling of dissimilar plane.
It is important to review the movement of the plane in the design. A
parallel arrangement, especially if it is almost horizontal could cause the sight
to the dead-end space. Nevertheless, many things could be played in the
horizontal plane so the accumulation of the repetitive shapes could make a
grouping. And if the structure of flower grouping and the leaf is in rhythm and
harmonious, the horizontal arrangement is quite comfy to be looked at and
enjoyed.
By practicing the eyes, it enables us to look at the coloured area in the
plane, and this is truly beneficial to master the balance in the design. Make
a balance through colour, plane and line. We have to be able to practice the
eyes estimating the balance through those elements.

The Flapping Wings

I feel like flying to accompany Archangel Jibril
This my flower arrangement is my imagination
At least the imagination of this arrangement is like a stair to heavens.
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Leaf is a plane, so is a flower. Say that the planes of flower and leaf is the
elements of arrangement that should be combined harmoniously. And say
that everything combined harmoniously yields in happiness. And every truth
and virtuousness certainly come from harmonious combination.
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Composition of a plane in its utilization to create a card, you could review
it through the examples as follows:
The greeting card decorated
with pressed flowers are
expected to be well developed in
the market. And hopefully the
that given to the creator could
shift the crime in drug dealing
behind the prison. God, bless
them all.

A Leaf

A leaf is a plane
in the inclusion for the design.
A leaf means nothing in flower arrangement,
yet it means a lot in the arid area.
Place one leaf amidst the scattered debris,
then it will instigate the feeling that we need,
that is the refreshing life.
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Texture

A Composition of Texture over the Texture of a Rock

U

gh, if it would be explained, the easiest way is by explaining through the
human’s skin. A pimply skin face is called has a rough texture. A baby’s
skin of course is very smooth. From that difference, supposedly it could be
differentiate between the rough and smooth texture.

If you want to paint, just use modelling paste to get a rough texture. If you want
to use a rough texture for a fruit bouquet, use pineapple and snake fruits. Meanwhile,
the smooth texture is apple and grape. As for the orange and kiwi, passion fruit,
could become the interrupter between the rough texture and the smooth one, and
as the colours to fill the fruit bouquet, which is relaxing and refeshing. By the way,
kedondong (sour and plumlike fruit) don’t be included in that bouquet. It isn’t in
the same class, although it’s delicious to be made rujak (fruit salad with pungent
dressing).
The jasmine’s fragrance is needed more than its tiny shape. Jasmine needs
to be arranged in a string first in order to be valuable taking part in the flower
arrangement. The texture of the jasmine’s string could be categorized as ‘rough’
texture, even though it is soft. The mound of jasmine’s string that is not smooth
creates a visual of ‘rough’ texture, but its compact fragrance from the string causes
the jasmine scented that fill the room. Therefore, the string of jasmine in a flower
arrangement is functionalized as an air freshener, as well as give the meaning as the
Indonesian art culture.
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Red ginger lily and caladium have equally rough texture. So, it needs not to
be argued why nobody desires to arrange caladium and red ginger lily for a gift.
Moreover, don’t arrange jasmine close to them. There is no use. The fragrant of
jasmine is overcome by their rough texture. Visually, the rough texture is easier to
be caught by our senses, then next is the smell. Thus, the parable I want to render
as supposition that roughness and pure evilness are useless to be arranged closer to
the scented beauty or the beautiful softness. Just like the sentence, “Do not put a
diamond necklace on a cow neck”.
A beautiful lady who is tender and noble won’t become a success advisor
amongst the criminals. What happened is even she will become the object of criminal
actions. Such is the scented jasmine, it won’t be meaningful amongst the rough
faces. Even though in the design principles, material with rough and smooth texture
are equally needed to complete the design, but we need to sharpen the sense to
combine them.
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Compositing Texture to Reach Harmony

Texture In Action
Pretty amongst
the Texture Comparison.
If I give a title “Pretty
amongst the Texture
Comparison”, try to look
at the comparison of that
contrast between the
soft glass vase with the
spray of cyperus appears
beyond the space as the
rough texture. Whilst
the pretty comprises of
hydrangea, statice and
pom-pomps.

The soft vase from a clear inflated glass is not good to be utilized to arrange
flowers and leaves with rough texture. The smoothness and the clearness of the glass
do not align with the rough texture.
An earthenware container could be utilized in flower arrangement with rough
texture, medium and even the soft one. However, a painting without a rough texture
can’t give a ‘captivating’ effect. This effect is precisely arisen with the balance of
rough texture on a canvas. So the rough texture and the smooth one is equally
important and needed in all design concepts. And to make a combination of both of
them becomes harmonious is truly a challenge. .
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W

e could have an impression of accent from playing the colour and texture.
A rough texture could create a visual frisk between the impression of
the smooth softness. The texture related to the palpation of the design
quality, which is a combination between visual and touching experience, such as the
feeling of wet, rough, smooth, hard, and so on, depends on how much light can be
absorbed by the surface and how it could create a reflection.
In the art of flower arrangement, we use a texture as a visual element in the
design. A rough texture holds the sight longer than the smooth texture. Whilst a
plane with a smooth texture looks moving away. It is an important key if we want
to create a deep accent in a design. The appearance of smooth texture softens our
heart (not creating tension), whilst the role of a rough texture amidst the smooth
texture, which arranged harmoniously amidst the smooth and moderate texture will
create a part of focused object.
A huge contrast on the texture, make the design loses its unity, therefore,
perhaps the transition or the connector material should be added. What is important
to be aware in the design is unity and contrast, balance and counter-balance created
by the utilization of a texture. How the harshness and roughness truly could create a
turmoil amidst the peaceful and serene surrounding. However, the rough texture in
a design plane or in the flower arrangement supposedly could become the analogy
of a rough texture as a part of life factor.
Today, we can’t refer ourselves to anybody. All people are properly suspected as
dishonest. Harsh words and violent actions consistently flare up amidst the society.
Tender voice and attitude is hardly able to put out the violent situation, even a policy.
Peace is not easy to be reached. However at least, don’t be dragged to take part
in violence. If firmness that has principle is stated with imprudent pressure, maybe
it could still stir up a turmoil that can’t be sure will end in peace. Utterance with
principle which stated humbly, honestly and wisely, it will bring peace to heart so it
could create peace and reconciliation.
Unfortunately, as all people appreciate less of the principle and easily change
their mind and they are convoluted. Amidst the dominant boisterousness and
violence nowadays, a rough texture is too dominant, up to the rough texture in the
sky, the thundering hurricane or tornado make us realize, that now it seems like the
rough texture has coloured the world. Shattered by the riots, bombings, wars and
debris caused by earthquake, tsunami and hurricane, those have become the face of
the world indeed. More specifically, there won’t be any reestablishment before there
is a realization that we ought to appreciate God’s Help.
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Waiting for the Destiny
This grouping arrangement is not too special. It is just akin arrangement
that I float up on the pond. Look at it on page 153. Just say it, this
arrangement is waiting to be floated by me, so I give the title “Waiting for
the Destiny”.

A Tourist

The Day Spring that I am Waiting

How is the way to feel this happy flower arrangement? But, this is
my joyous flower arrangement that is waiting for the day spring to
come from the darkness.
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Heaven century in the future
will also bring great numbers
of tourists to this country.
This flower arrangement
inspires about the fashion
of tourists from the Western
Countries. We are waiting for
the darkness era to change
into the dawn of Heaven’s
victory. I arranged this flower
arrangement without thinking
about that inspiration. But
when I should put a title to
this arrangement, I just realize
that this arrangement is
figuring a tourist. Thus, I title
this arrangement “Tourist”.
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Dominant

Dominant Green

I

n a design there should be an area with more eye catching and less eye
catching. If not, our eyes won’t be interested to move between them. This
condition can be reached by a dominant area or an emphasis, and it is very
important to the liveliness of an arrangement.
The existence of a dominance can be equalized with a wise and populist power.
A dominant power that brings welfare is not dangerous, even should be preserved.
After all, the perpetuation of peace brings welfare and prosperity. However,
sometimes there is a limit to that period, when justice begins to imbalance. And
the condition then is obligated to be changed aligns with serenity that has extinct. A
power that brings welfare could be said as the preserved God’s Blessing. Such is also
the dominant power in the design concept, since without domination of a beauty, a
creation doesn’t describe a strong attraction.
If the design of the arrangement has two or more similar attractions, then it will
separate the design, therefore one part should be made more dominant, and the
others be less dominant. For example, the important part should be wider, darker, or
the colour should be stronger or sharper, and has a dominant direction or could be
overpowered with repetition. I use a way as shown below to be a guideline how to
review and place a dominance.
In creating a good design, there should be a feeling upon movement and a
silent area. Points of emphasis will show this before the eyes move here and there.
If the emphasis or dominant point is too strong, then the eyes can’t move and the
design will be static and not alive. The soft and relaxing flow should exist surrounding
it. Conversely, if the emphasis doesn’t exist at all in the design, or if the movement
is confusing and not easy to be followed, then the design will look trivial and not
effective.

In the variation of size and
colour and similarity of the
shape, the bigger size becomes
dominant.
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The contrast of a shape,
dominance can be reached
by repetition.
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The quality of shape and
value, the darker/sharper
colour is more dominant.

The contrast of shape, same size,
there is no dominance,
no attraction.
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The Scale of Peace

It won’t become a scale if it is not a horizon. A broad horizon overcomes inferiority and
mistake due to lack of knowledge. People who have no horizon become intolerance.
Narrow minded could lead to intolerance. Their fanaticism even becomes their
viciousness. Since egoism always want to be won when its fanaticism is offended. A
balance scale gives serenity. The majority protects the minority, the minority bridges
peace amongst all parties. Therefore, there is no need an extra effort to make peace.
Fighting to keep the serenity for the sake of people’s welfare becomes flexible and
cause not suffocation nor cry. And that is God’s Blessing for peace between the
majority and minority.

Scale and Proportion

I

n the scale of life, we are like playing at the beach. Staring at the nature and
the sky, our scale is shrinking beside the most expanded universe. If we are
in a prison, our scale is also decreasing, restricted by the wall and the bars.
The condition beyond the prison’s wall is just too limited as what is shown in the TV.
It can be enjoyed three times a week plus if there is a national holiday. It could even
be enjoyed limited on the times of “open a snail”. This term is for a limited freedom
in the prison. We could be outside the cell for certain times.
Thus, the mentioned scale in the design or the basic principle of flower
arrangement is inclusive in the arrangement. I doubt explaining about a scale in the
prison. The rooms here are dominated by the bars, there is no layout that could
be decorated in accordance with interior design principles. Just to place the flower
arrangement creating confusion on how to put it. The benchmark of usual interior
design can’t be applied properly. But I want to try to explain as much as I could.
In every decision to start a design concept, there should be a concept of scale
and proportion which referred to where to put the flower arrangement, therefore
the comparison of the scale should be adjusted to the room or place where the
flower arrangement will be put. The requirement of the size should also be adjusted
with the function of that arrangement.
It is better that the hight of the arrangement is equal with the highest visual
scope amongst all functional elements in the spatial arrangement. The corner of the
room, which is empty from furniture, could be filled with a standard arrangement
with the hight no more than ½ of the height of the room or the wall. If you want
to have an arrangement higher than that, just make a hanging arrangement in that
room, equal to its standard arrangement, so both of them will be one unity. A low
horizontal arrangement is good to be put on a credenza or piano, or a long table,
so the view of food served is not obstructed by the complication of the flower
arrangement that consumes the space.

This is a Scale!

7 lanterns line up at the beach, what for? For me it is a spiritual matter.
However, for the illustration of this book and the description of a design, I present it to
describe aboutThe
a scale.
Ugh,
the appearance of scale could be presented by my lanterns.
Philosophy
of Flower
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Don’t put a large flower arrangement on a desk. The function of flower
arrangement at that place isn’t too meaningful since it serves just as a decoration
amongst the reading books, stationary and laptop. So is at the center of a dining
table. Don’t put a high and widened arrangement at the center of a dining table. A
high and large and beautiful to see from all sides could only be placed at the center
of a lobby or a hall to attract attention (eye-catching).
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A center of attention could be gained through the beauty of a masterpiece
center arrangement which exclusively arranged. However, don’t put a high and
large masterpiece center arrangement in the middle of your room, if you are
not holding an occasion. Except you truly like to show off that you can create a
high and large flower arrangement, and your house become festal, like there is a
party everyday. But, it is not quite suitable in terms of the sense of a daily house
interior arrangement.
Thus, if so, I want to advise you that anything outrageous is not good.
Don’t show off . Don’t chase for praises. Because if that habit is already spurious,
sincerity will shun away from your personality.
Enjoy the beauty of your creation until you are satisfied without yearning
for praises. How could you achieve that? Because everybody wants his creation
to be appreciated. Ponder your beautiful creation with full of gratitude. Look at
God Blessing and Bounty inside it. Look deeply and ask yourself, is it really you
who create it, or is it actually God Who guides you to be able to create it?
The sense and skill perhaps belong to you, but is it fully yours? Nonsense, the
Mightiness of God is immeasurable, He is able to stop instantly your senses when
it is necessary. My sense was ever impeded for 15 years. Ever since I began my
destiny, my sense stopped to flow. And it came back just when I was in the prison
while I was painting in Pondok Bambu Penitentiary and when God commanded
me to teach about flower at this Tangerang Women Penitentiary.
So you can imagine how dry is my sense of art all that time. I am so grateful
that God command me to teach flower here, so the passion of my
sense flows out once again without I do anything. Even, it flows
more intense and stronger than in the past. Therefore, be grateful
d
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Too much pride could become an arrogance. All creations
that are used as a reason to show off will end in vain. The
value is fading away and boring, for the admiration upon the
achievement is not everlasting, and the praises received are
not given sincerely, so the attained achievement is not that
beneficial. That is why haughtiness won’t be unravelled by a
supremacy, but rather the haughtiness will get thicker. However, it is a
natural law that every haughtiness certainly brings misfortune or failure because
it makes one loses his direction. Haughtiness could block further career. The
properness of this explanation of mine may be interpreted that every haughtiness
is loathed by God so He keeps doing limitation or haughtiness removal.
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Supposedly, the explanation of the scale I could expand to be an explanation
about the habit in prison, as my thought about the scale of character in the
prison. All good character will be conflicting with an unusual character. That all
which could become the government’s concern should be reviewed. Herein, that
limitation is actually very strict, however a prison can’t conclude that all rules
could confine an unusual habit. That the love between the same sex is able to
process the unusual to be usual. Lesbianism is not strange in here, it seems that
it is a need for the inmates whose serving her sentence is very long.
It is improper to make a comment about lesbianism in the description about
basic principles of flower arrangement, but what I aim is to heed the structure,
including moral structure. Hopefully this inset words of mine won’t create any
resentment for those who are inflicted. Please forgive me who is trying to convey
the truth and the beauty. Both are truly related directly. There is no truth that is
not beautiful. There is no beauty without truth.
Flower is similar to a woman who is beautiful from the outside and the
inside. That is my scale in judging a beauty. If a beauty is obligated to be seen
from all values, then the scale of beauty is obligated to first begin from one’s
beauty.
Thus, developing the beauty of oneself is not just by applying make up in
order to look pretty. But the most important is to remove the bad judgment. How
could a beauty be completed if there is still a bad judgment upon ourselves?
Lesbianism reminds us of Sodom and Gomorrah incident who were accursed by
God. The fact that now is full of disasters, is it still improper to be stated as a
curse? And this is my scale of importance, reminding the closest people with
me. Adultery in the prison is beyond imagination. The character of sin in the
prison generally includes sex. For that is what is completely restricted. Whereas,
humans can’t control themselves from such matter. Perhaps that is why it seems
there is an inattention.
Lesbianism and sex by phone is not proper to be discussed here, but that is
what I find in the prison. The scale of truth of morality is not clear. Let my writing
I render as my testimony to God and to the government. No matter how bad my
explanation is, I still say it is my testimony to God.
I once again want to explain about the scale that is used in the principle
of flower arrangement. That the scale could be figured out through the space,
shape, colour and line. Take a pencil and draw a line on a blank white paper. One
line means nothing, whether it is a curve, diagonal, horizontal or vertical line.
They equally have no meaning, until the space of the white paper is filled with a
drawing that could record a harmonious meaning and beauty.
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Thus, just a line, means nothing in a design. So is a scratch of colour or a
flower and leaf that sprawl with uncertainty. Make them all just a good beginning.
A scale which is counted correctly won’t dominate or press any space, but on the
contrary don’t be too empty, for the arrangement becomes less meaningful and
has no attraction. What is usually used, the content is no more than 2/3 of the
space. When the utilized scale is too small, then it is not balance. Such as when a
large room is filled with small ornaments or a small flower arrangement is put on
a large dining table. Decorating a room is important, however don’t overdo and
too dense and adjust with the function.
Fill the empty room by deciding the main needed furnitures. Afterwards,
buy knick-knacks for interior decoration. Such that the principle that you should
use to prepare the material of a flower arrangement. An arrangement that is too
crowded will give a boring impression, so is the interior. Adjust the ornaments
with the style and the colour of the furnitures without imposing old stuffs because
they have historical value or favoured by you. If you have many stuffs with such
historical value, just use one room to be filled with them. Antique stuffs that are
dominant in the whole room is fine, since it is a distinctive interior style.
My explanation is not the one about the scale for flower arrangement,
however I want to commend one tips for interior decoration. Flower arrangement
is one part in interior decoration, that’s why I inset this suggestion. The beauty of a
room gives happiness to all people in the house or the guest. Room arrangement,
which is like hodge-podge, tends to have no impression. A room could bring a
comfy and peaceful feeling, as well as could become homey and gives a relax
feeling and keeps us from stress. Boisterousness and congestion on the street
and the hectic activities at the office could be annulled by the comfortability at
home.
A beautiful flower arrangement means nothing if it is surrounded by
chocke-full things in a room. Truly, a good creation needs a proper placement
and not too dense. And through a complete concept to create a beauty with
principle, a creation could be realized. And a well designed arrangement shows
the increment of the beauty of all interior elements.
A scale could be brought up through an estimation of size based on the size
of the room or the place where the arrangement will be put. The next scale could
be through comparison between the flower, leaves and branches as well as the
vase used for the arrangement. It is common to use the scale that has a gradation
in large, medium and small size, thick and thin. Thus, all the best scale is through
its gradation, so a hard visual leap won’t happen, and then a messy arrangement
won’t be created. Visual messiness is annoying indeed.
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A Gradation in a Shape

Various gradations can be displayed through anything.
Through any phase that has gradation, all things become
flexible and could be accepted. The above pattern of the
design, which decorated with a twig, pumpkin and candle,
is an aesthetic of a beauty from the absorption of gradation
in a shape.
Utilize a scale that has gradation in choosing the
material for flower arrangement. Don’t be imbalance in
determining the gradation of the flowers and leaves.
The scale determines the balance. The balance determines
the justice. In a complex world it is not easy to teach a just
and accurate balance. The relativity of complexity collides
any scale of justice.
Therefore, get used to see justice from the small scale first,
at least from the way of arranging the flowers. Other way,
always do just deeds in your own surrounding.
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As a general guideline, the ratio between the vase and the material is the height of the
arrangement should be 1.5 or 2 times of the height of the vase. If the vase is low, then
the highest point of the arrangement is approximately 2 times of the height of the vase
or 2 times diameter of the vase.

The main line
of a hanging
arrangement

The main line
of an erect
arrangement

The main line of
a half hanging
arrangement

The main line
of a horizontal
arrangement

Therefore, those who have no pure sense and a beginner can be
differentiated with those who apply a correct design concept. People who have a
pure sense instinctively, they could feel the principle of beauty unintentionally, so
since the beginning she is already guided to create a beauty even though she is a
beginner. Amongst my students there are some who have that high sense since
the beginning.
The purity of the sense is utilized in line with self actualization with the
beauty, which is always interesting so it is rarely boring. The times is filled
beneficially. When we are able to actualize ourselves through the beauty of a
creation, we feel comfy not becoming a secluded worthless people. And when
our creation can arouse a feeling in the closest surrounding, our work could
become important due to its beauty that enjoyed together. Thus, we could reach
the self existence, which the scope of the scale is wider.
The scale is actually a relation between the parts that different in size. In
order to reach a correct scale, you should unite the small, medium and large
parts in an arrangement. A good scale covers the utilization of flower and leaves
in small, medium and large sizes. If the flowers that you arrange have a same
size, you will get the imagination of scale by seeing it from the side. Through this
way, you could create a scale of small, medium and large flowers, just by changing
the viewpoint.
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The invisible scale can be
created such as by rotating
the same size flowers with a
different viewpoint.

The scale that contains the real
contrast in size, it is better to be
hindered, as the contrast between
the sunflower and the asparagus leaf.

A monotonous impression
could arise when using the
same size flowers.

Thus, the scale of proportion is heeded for the sake of creating a beautiful
flower arrangement and not only arranges flowers. A success in flower
arrangement that has been attained won’t enable us to divert from the principles
of balance and beauty, which include the scale of proportion. Just for that, we
have already had a point to sharpen our souls to always create a beautiful and
balance creation. Aligns with the principle of the harmony of a beauty, so all the
things that we do are always inside the corridor to beautify and improve the
arrangement. Every beauty and improvement will generate serenity. Serenity and
comfy are the main needs of our soul.
The essence of beauty is the same for whatever could be received as a
comfy. As long as our heart is comfortable and the surrounding feels at ease, it is
also God’s Blessing.
And the ease feeling certainly comes from whatever is balance, which the
scale is balance from the gradation phases. All experiences, hard or light could
be likened as the gradation of life. From therein the wisdom could develop to be
a prudent.
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Focus

W

hat is a focus, if it is not the most heeded. Focus in an arrangement
certainly comes in a shape and plane, and it is a result of the most
beautiful materials collection. The outcome of an arrangement in general
should show a harmonious focus from the most beautiful shape of the flower and
the best one, and as planes that fill the space harmoniously. Leaves and twigs and
flowers with weak character and the color and the shape is not so beautiful, don’t
use them as a focus. The focus then becomes weak, not eye-catching or boring.
Utilization of a combination of contrast materials (shape, line, colour and
texture), can be used as an eye-catching. The similar tone of shape and colour could
also become a focus, the brightest or the hottest colour could come up as a dominant
and as a focus. Composition of monochromatic or similar tone is rarely unsuccessful
to be harmonious, as long as there is no contrast influence from the other colours,
which is not in the domain of their scheme colour that is interleave between them.

Want to be a focus? Don’t just sit silence!
Run your life with full of achievement
Should a focus use a hot-bright colour to draw an attention? Not really!
Pale pastel colours when those are put side by side with dark siklam
colour can become an interesting focused design.
The important thing is there should be a contrast among the materials
used for the arrangement. So, there is something that stands out and
could become the attention as a focus.
Without any focal point in colour or shape among all used materials,
flower arrangement feels losing its taste or there is no ‘captivating’
effect. There is no attraction, empty and meaningless.
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Contrast is like an ‘enemy’ for the monochromatic style. Inserting a contrast in
monochromatic concept is the same as terminating the focus, for the sight then shifts
to the contrast. And the contrast that shifts the focus makes our mind or attention
split. If you are not sharp in seeing the mistake, maybe it is better that you don’t
make any flower arrangement for the time being. Just observe the basic principles in
flower arrangement so you don’t make any misjudgement about the focus or contrast.
Which one is more outstanding, focus of contrast? If both are shown simultaneously,
thus you are failed in art. A contrast should be able to synergize with a focus. And a
focus should be stronger and dominant amongst all elements of arrangements.
If your eyes split in looking the arrangement, surely the focus of the flower
arrangement is spread by something and the arrangement feels odd. Therefore,
determine the place of the focus first and prepare and insert all best materials in the
focus area, the remaining then arranged here and there as the complimentary of a
perfection of an arrangement. All art products are certainly powerless without any
interesting focus. Thus, focus in an art creation is needed for comfort and allurement.
Focus is the point where our eyes will attract to that area. This important spot
is the center of attention, the area with the largest attention. Every art work surely
has a focus and no exception for the flower arrangement. First, we should plan the
arrangement to determine the accurate center of attention. We have to be careful
in order not to make exaggerated emphasis on the focus, or the arrangement will be
over focused or as if over-burdened. And it is boring.
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Usually there is only one focus. If there is a need to have two focuses, it is better
to separate the vase. Use two vases and make two arrangements that are made as
one unity in the placement setting. It means the arrangement that uses two focuses
is still disaggregated even though it is agreed as one united arrangement. Thus, the
focus can’t be put together in one vase. And it is stated as the combination style.

Free Style
Communication
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Combination style. Two arrangements in two clear glass
vases yet interconnected and united. A unity from two
different beauties. Both flower arrangements seem they are
communicating to each other.

The next stipulations are the placement of the sub-focus that goes with the flow
of the rhythm of the arrangement. For that purpose, we will realize the importance
of several sub-focuses on every arrangement, since the sub-focus gives meaning for
the rhythm flow of that particular arrangement.
Once again, we need to be careful so the emphasis on the focus is not exaggerated
or awkward due to the lost of attraction since the displayed focus doesn’t meet the
criteria of the sense of art. On a truly beautiful arrangement, we won’t be losing
focus no matter how much the colour gradation is utilized. Consideration of selecting
the colour is really related to the individual sense. The relation of the perfect shapes
with the colour when it is combined in a sense of art will create a deep attraction.
However, it is smart to see around the remaining arrangement before going back to
the focus.
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The Rhythm

A

rhythm makes a song and music become harmonious, melodious, earnest
or melancholic. Music merely comes from a rhythm. Ugh, I like the voice
of Selena Jones, Julio Iglesias and Sarah Brightman. For me, those classical
songs are soothing and the earnestness of the songs is soaring my feeling to enjoy
Heaven. For sure it is because I am already old, so I like romantic and classic songs
that sooth me. But don’t think that the rhythm in the art of flower arrangement
doesn’t have high and low tones.
The flower’s bright red colour, which is close to the tone of the siklam-darkred colour, could be equalized with the high shrill note. While a colour tone which is
close to a white colour, it could be equalized with the sound of piano, which even it
is used with a strong colour, but still create a bright earnestness. Or the yellow colour
which is dominant perhaps could be equalized with the rousing sound of trumpet.
What does determine the rhythm in a flower arrangement? That is the
repetition through the same materials and colours here and there, which wiggling
following the rhythm that has been decided. In other words, use the gradation of
color or the flowers grouping. If the flowers are arranged without any direction or in
random direction, how could the rhythm be seen? If it’s already like that, just pull out
them all first and make a way of the rhythm through a twig as the main sprig 1,2,3.
By determining the main sprig in three spots as it is supposed to be, then the sprig
that is put in certain direction could also determine the rhythm of the arrangement.
Another way is to decide first the rhythm of the flower arrangement through the
selection of the colour with gradation.
Don’t recklessly showcase a flower arrangement without understanding the
flower arrangement principles. A flower arrangement without a rhythm, it is the
same as a jungle of flowers and leaves. It is not a flower arrangement. For if you
just present an arrangement as your wish without heeding the principles of flower
arrangement, it is the same as a recklessness or carelessness toward flowers.

Photogenic Arrangement
Not only photogenic, its rhythm is also obvious
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The rhythm determines the form of the arrangement and brings out the beauty
of the flower. In the art of flower arrangement, the utilization of colour, shape and
line in gradation is the element to form a rhythm. Use flowers and leaves in different
size, so your arrangement won’t be monotonous. The height of the arrangement is
generally 1.5 times of the height or the width of the vase. Modern style arrangement
today doesn’t use that standard anymore. The style is looser and even sometimes
above the standard of the principles of classical flower arrangement.
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Ugh, modernity decides a prospect of the value of a beauty and its conception
as they wish. For when the values are enjoyed, then emerge new values, modern
future vision. And the old style becomes a classic or could be outdated.

There is one or two ways that you could use to decide the rhythm of the
arrangement. If it is possible, don’t let the sprigs crossing each other in less
harmonious way (picture a). All sprigs should come out from one point (picture b).

However, you should know first the standard basic principles of a classic and
commonly used flower arrangement.
Imagination is more directed to the structure of the colour and the atypical
imaginary shapes. Extraordinary perception is heeded more rather than the size or
the scale. This mass arrangement with short sprig has been prevailing in the world
and becomes the latest trend.
You may choose the casual arrangement, which is the classical type (Classical
European style or Classical Ikebana style), however the latter trend is reaching the
top of popularity. All classical types seem has been old-fashioned and less desirable.
My teaching about the principles of flower arrangement is still dominated by the
principles of classical arrangement. Because without understanding the principle of
classical flower arrangement, you won’t know how to involve yourself in the modern
floral art. The flower arrangement now tends to have short sprig and grouping. Dense,
yet still harmonious. A mass and dense arrangement. No matter what the purpose is,
the short sprig or grouping is still effective for various style of arrangement.
the main
sprig 1

the main
sprig 1

the main
sprig 1
the main
sprig 2

the main
sprig 2
the main
sprig 3

Asymmetric

the main
sprig 3

the main
sprig 2
the main
sprig 3

Symmetrical

Asymmetric

The rhythm shows the heart beat of the flower arrangement. It is difficult to
give a restriction to a rhythm, but it could be instantly seen clearly by the eyes. If you
don’t have any understanding or feeling at all about a rhythm, I doubt if that matter
can be taught. In general understanding, a rhythm is the regular and harmonious
movement that is determined by various relations, a short and long one. All plants,
leaves and flowers have their own natural rhythm. Therefore, I could only suggest
you to learn the nature.
A rhythm could be a repetition of colour here and there. The rhythm is important
for anything. For the rhythm is contradictory with the false note. All beauties can
only be completed through the rhythm of material combination. Thus, the rhythm
is included in all aspects of life, especially the art. And the rhythm makes all become
bright and enjoyable.
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(Picture a).
The placement
of sprig is random,
no rhythm.

A Design of Geometrical Shape

(Picture b).
The placement of
sprigs that has clear
rhythm.

Before starting to arrange the flowers, we should have imagined a definite
design. A design is interpreted as a form of arrangement that will be completed. You
are perhaps fond of the design that portrays a symbol of tree, bird or certain animals.
But actually, we will see that all designs follow a geometrical shape that is circle,
triangle, square, and so on.
First, we must decide whether the form of the arrangement is a line, mass,
or combination of both of them. This matter is important, for a design will be more
suitable with a certain style compare to the other style.
It is suggested to make a sketch before you begin to look for the plant materials.
Without an inspiration in advance, it is better not to make any arrangement. Except
when you are a senior flower connoisseur, who is already used to work spontaneously,
for you have experienced to the full basic principles of flower arrangement.

Asymmetrical Triangle

A flower arrangement with the form of
asymmetrical triangle, perhaps it is more commonly
used than the other forms. This kind of arrangement
is started by sticking in the highest plant, followed
by two sprigs, which one of them is shorter than the
other, and put them face to face so the invisible point
among the three main sprigs could be ascertained
that if those three are connected, it will form an
asymmetrical triangle arrangement.
The imaginary line that connects the three points will form an asymmetrical
triangle. Within the area of that imaginary triangle we can place another plant
material to complete the arrangement. Without guidance from that imaginary
triangle, the result would be uncertain.
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Symmetrical Triangle

If in making the triangle you stick in the second and the third sprigs
in equal length, then the design will become a symmetrical triangle
(isosceles triangle). In the symmetrical triangle arrangement, it is
suggested to use more flowers on the focus area. The purpose is
to give balance on the wider area and creating a visual weight on
this kind of triangle.

Circle and Its Variation

It should be remembered that the flower arrangement,
especially in the circle form, we don’t apply geometrical form
strictly. Because strict utilization of geometrical form will make
the arrangement looks not artistic, for there should be a depth
that could create movement in the arrangement.
However, sometimes we also need strict geometrical forms
as demanded in interior design, for instance a round ball shape.
Therefore, we have to strictly apply the shape of round ball. The
art principles can be valid back and forth in line with the trend in
certain era, but we have to know how to place the most suitable
harmony.
Even though a full circle shape is rarely used, as a
replacement there is a shape of half circle, elliptical horizontal or
elliptical vertical. An arrangement in elliptical horizontal shape
is better using a shallow container. The circle shape in various
variations is really good to be utilized as a centrepiece in a bulk
arrangement. Centrepiece should be seen beautiful when it is
seen from all direction.

Horizontal Arrangement

Horizontal arrangement is also a sprawl
arrangement, it doesn’t use a high and
sharpen material. All materials follow the
sprawl concept.
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Vertical Line

Every kind of a line design has its own character. And the
vertical line has the strongest character and it is elegant, as well
as gives a restrained aspiration. Since all used materials must be
kept in the corridor of limited vertical line, thereof don’t surpass
the vertical line space . The vertical line design is started by sticking
in the first sprig, upright on the base of the container, not leaning
to the right or left. When it is seen from the side it still has to be
vertical.
The second sprig is inserted in front of the first sprig, and let
it be leaning a little bit to state the depth. The third sprig is also
inserted leaning more toward the side.

Diagonal Arrangement

The art of flower arrangement classical European style
always utilizes many flowers, except the line arrangement
such as diagonal and vertical lines, crescent moon and S line
(Hogarth curve), as the following picture:

Crescent Moon Arrangement

The crescent moon, vertical, diagonal and Hogarth
line arrangements are still utilized and there are still
many similar arrangements at the flower markets, but
at a more sophisticated florist shops, they like more to
use free style or the latest European style.

S (Hogarth) Line Arrangement

		
The flexible line “S” produces a flexible and
feminine arrangement. These three line arrangements are
an arrangement for a corner table. They can’t be put at the
center spot.
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Sprawling is Beautiful
An Arrangement and Its Shadow
If just everyone has an angel,
So, my arrangement is such this.
As archangel Jibril and I. How about if we call this following
arrangement with a title “Me and My Shadow”. I am together
with the angel who is eternally shadowing me.

Vertical Arrangement

If it is not comfort to be harshly criticized, don’t appear recklessly. Just to appear
on the stage, recklessly talk harshly and condemn others, or only to be different.
There is no risk for a laid back people and not grumpy and don’t like to interfere.
The sprawl or horizontal arrangement combines the beauty of flower arrangement,
natural chilliness and the peaceful feeling.

The Symphony of a Beauty
Horizontal Arrangement

Horizontal line design gives calm
and peaceful feeling. In order to create
a design of formal horizontal line, then
the placement on each side should be
equally long. However, sometimes our
artistic sense wishes a more cheerful
situation.
I make a horizontal arrangement
to be a five layers arrangement,
which is different in shape and colour.
Such matter makes the horizontal
arrangement is seen more artistic.
And I call this arrangement: “The
Symphony of a Beauty”.
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Diagonal Arrangement

Crescent Moon

The crescent moon arrangement in European style is the antique
one, I think nowadays not many people are interested in this style.
Modern art has almost left the classical style poles. But in my opinion,
the crescent moon in European classical style is more feminine and
rhythmical. It gives a tender feeling and a relaxed movement.

My crescent moon arrangement is not
the same as the crescent moon style of classic
European arrangement.

My Trace
Say that my flower arrangements in the
Tangerang Women Penitentiary are my trace
that I started since 20 years ago.

I make a short-cut in my crescent moon,
so nobody will think that the arrangement of
a person at this old age is old-fashioned and
passé.
The composition of this arrangement is only
to liken a net and the fisherman’s boat. This
is my arrangement that will be brought to
the beach. Please see the page 150.

Diagonal Arrangement

Diagonal arrangement design is more dynamic, swift, definite and attractive.
However, you should be careful in arranging the materials so it won’t be seen too
heavy on one side. You must not forget the imaginary line in arranging the flowers
with diagonal shape. Imagination of diagonal arrangement could create asymmetrical
balance.
The best thing is if the main axis that leaning to the left or to the right, and it is
the maximum leaning but it could be made as a sturdy balance. And the placement
of the balance weight uses unexpected material, as the stone and the sole made of
a pumice stone in the picture.
When the diagonal arrangement with certain slant can be erected without
any support, thus the diagonal art can be considered as excellent. And make the
balance of your diagonal arrangement be sturdy, because from the sturdiness of the
arrangement, the expression of your skill is shown.
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Vegetative Arrangement

Combination Style

This arrangement is not
arranged toward one common
central point, but rather the points of
flowers insertion are parallel.
Every grouping is measured 2/3
of the height of the adjacent grouping.
The rhythm of the arrangement is
formed from the height and lowness
of the grouping. And surely the
consideration also comes from the
colour tone. Vegetative arrangement is the miniature of a small landscape, like a
garden in a low long vase. The concept is roughly such that.

Topiary Arrangement

The topiary arrangement style is
more intended to mimic the shape of the
pruned plant, such as a pine tree or various
tea trees, which are pruned in a spherical
shape. However, actually the art of topiary
arrangement is nothing more than a central
spherical style. You make a long trunk
to indicate it is a topiary arrangement.
The rounded spherical arrangement with
a long trunk as the support, that is the
particular characteristic of topiary.
Flowers and foliage are arranged
toward one point of a rounded sphere.
And all flowers and leaves should be the
same length so the arrangement will be in
a spherical shape like a ball. In my opinion,
the vegetative style arrangement and
topiary is merely a commitment of “back
to nature”.
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Wisdom from the Red Colour

The red which shouts loudly is imprudent, even though the red is the sign of bravery. The red scented
lily could be interpreted as the wise of the red color. This arrangement doesn’t reach grandeur, for it
is a humble minimalist arrangement. However, the twigs that encircle Typha Domingensis is like
an honesty that is twisted by problems. And the wise lily is present. There is white baby’s breath,
which indicated a purity and there are a group of pink Limonium, which could mean a smile. So
the philosophy of this flower arrangement is approximately wise, pure, right and cordial.
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Balance on the River
I don’t want to torture the baby’s
breath and two red apples such
as in this picture. I am just startle
wanting to record the red of the
apple and the white of the tender
baby’s breath amidst the expanse
of the sand beach and the sea
wave.
This photo is more intended as a
photographic sensation, nothing
more. Therefore, the flowers and
the apples after taken a picture,
we lift them both up, and we use
them properly.

A Harmony at the Beach

Strange, but enjoyable. Beautiful and fascinate the beach
panorama along with baby’s breath and apple. But, this is
the sense of art that I unintentionally succeed to reveal.
The soul of beauty comes from one axis, that is God
The Most Compassionate. He gives His sense at the
moment when we think about the beauty tapping inside
our own soul. Therefore, be grateful when God is pouring
down His Blessing of sense to you.
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Sun flower over a stone on the river, keeping the
balance so it won’t fall and float off. Flowers also
want a balance in order to survive. Balance is
truly a means of salvation.
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Balance

The materials you use in the arrangement should
be balance. Don’t put flowers too crammed jostling
one another, but don’t miss any part. Soul balance
is also like a beautiful flower arrangement.
Don’t be too active heaping up greediness, yet don’t
be lazy either to ensure the truth or virtuousness in
yourself.

Balance

I

n the principle of flower arrangement, balance is important, for without a
factual and visual balance, a harmonious arrangement won’t be created. All
art products won’t be created as an interesting creation if balance is not
counted.
Initiating the arrangement by inserting firmly floral foam on a basket container,
it has been a start to create the power of balance for an arrangement. Therefore,
don’t ever put unstable floral foam when preparing an arrangement. Because if the
floral foam is not firm, let alone unstable, we can’t ensure the position of the twigs
accurately and correctly. The flower arrangement will be easily fall down and won’t
last long. Prepare everything certainly and firmly.
The firmness of the position of floral foam on the mouth of the container should
be ensured before starting the arrangement. And we begin to decide what kind of
balance that we want to use in the arrangement. Face the vase’s surface before you
and insert the main twigs to determine the line of the arrangement as well as to
determine the balance of the arrangement.
There are two kinds of balance:
1. Symmetrical Balance
2. Asymmetrical or Optical Balance
For symmetrical balance, you position the main twig at the center of the
container’s mouth, and use exactly the same materials for the left side and the
right side. Meanwhile, the asymmetrical arrangement often used in a free style
arrangement. Utilization of material is not the same between the left side and the
right side of the arrangement, however the placement of the focal point/focus should
be able to be positioned between those two sides in balance.
Creating the free style arrangement in asymmetrical or optical balance is
enough by heeding the position of the main twig 1 to 3 and creating the focal point
first, then place the supporting lines from the sprig or the folds of the flat leaves,
which curl up creating a moving nuance.

When a balance often shed tears for its injustice, I intentionally use a weighing
scale as a vase for the arrangement because I long for justice and truth.
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The movement should be clear and wiggling so it creates an adorably
salient line. And if the first movement is successfully reached, the next line
movement just needs to be added and completes the first movement.
A visual movement of the sprig and flowers, don’t be to often/much.
The ideal is just two or three. All elements also follow the direction of the
three sprigs, whilst also filling the empty spaces surrounding the focus. The
fill in leaves and flowers should be adjusted to complete all parts of the flower
arrangement. That is the last work or perfecting the arrangement. And every
finalizing work is important, for the beauty of the flower arrangement overally
depends on the final touch.
Actually, if there are too many lines sticking out, it won’t create a
harmony; instead it is even awkward and confusing. At one time, maybe
we have lack of idea due to exhaustion or many things have distracted our
attention, suddenly our sense to arrange the flowers feel limited and can’t be
developed, so the created arrangement is not too good or upsetting.
If it’s already such that, what can we do, just make all the lines equally
long and the direction is centralizing. For the length of all lines should be equal
on each side. All lines configure centralizing without any difference, let alone
contrasting.
Such it is if you are in a bad mood, don’t make a free style arrangement.
Geometrical arrangement drains less imagination. Choose a simple and
centralizing arrangement. Such arrangement doesn’t need too much
imagination.

Make sure that the
placement of the twig is
straight upright when it is
seen from the side.

Seeing from the front
side, the main twig could
lean toward the left or the
right.
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The placement of the back
twig that bends ended
exactly parallel with the
point where the twig is
sticking out from the
container/vase.

A large flower with
a long twig look
imbalance.

Hinder such this view
from the side.

A small flower with a
long twig and a large
flower with short
twig look balance.

However, I suggest if you are in a bad mood, look for a chance to arrange
flowers so the frequency of the bad emotion could be reduced. The beauty of
flowers is really fascinating, moreover if we arrange them whilst listening to
solemn music. The beauty of the flower and the song are bound to each other
reducing the perplexity and stress. Look for a healthy way to regain balance.
After all, the balance of life is the harmony between a belief and
intellectuality. Sometimes the balance of life is seen through the beauty
radiated through someone’s utterance. The spoken words in this prison is
really vulgar. The Language changes. There are many new terms that in the
beginning I didn’t know, since they used it more for a code word. But at the
end it became the slang of a prison’s language. I don’t understand why the
word “dusta” (deceit) changes to “peres” or the word “merokok” (smoking)
becomes “ngongos”, “main suap” (bribery) changes to “delapan enam (eighty
six)”, whereas the words for those terms actually have already existed.
Oh, I don’t want to change even though I was imprisoned. Practices in
the prison could change one’s habitat. The tendency to do violation is more
problematic compared to the firmness of the rules implementation. Many
unexpected things happened anytime. Rule is just a rule. So is the law.
The officers as well as the inmates equally tend to make mistake. If it’s
already so, the police and bloodhound are called. The prison is full of frauds.
The police and the bloodhound could also be tricked. But I want to say that
hinder to do fraud, since this is the era that fraud and trick are easily divulged
and yield in misfortune. Trust me, okay?
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The Arrangement of
Symmetrical Balance
Vertical
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If a mountain is standing
sturdily, then when
arrange the vertical
flower should also be
guaranteed sturdy. For
everything that erects in
fact should be guaranteed
sturdy, since the stability
provides strength.
The beauty that stands
sturdily brings an
inspiration. No matter
how much the sturdiness
of the arrangement is,
when it is beautiful it
will provide comfort
for quite a long time,
so is a strong soul or
the firmness of good
principles, it provides
comfort eternally to
the environment, as
long as it is within an
environment.
Therefore, be sturdy,
be a guarantor of good
principles and be the
one who beautifies the
environment.
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Simplicity

My flower is gloomy and
looks unwise. Seeing it like
seeing furiousness. Is there a
flower that could symbolize
furiousness? Just look at my
flower. It is angry, isn’t it?
Ugh, I just want to make up a
meaning for an arrangement, so
the symbolization of flowers in
this book would be completed.
My anger caused by the storm
of calumnies that I feel all
this time could impossibly be
revenged, for I should obey
God’s Stipulation upon this
matter. Thus, I vent out my sad
expression through my flower
arrangement. Therefore, my
flower arrangement represents
my feeling.

Without a Smile

Small Candles

An Honest Arrangement

This flower arrangement is transparent. Whatever arranged inside is clearly seen, that
is why I call it an honest arrangement. Why must people be honest?
Sure, for honesty is a salvation. This minimalist arrangement is put inside a clear glass
vase. That is what I meant by a transparent honesty. Whilst that two white round
arrangement: “We are the truth”. And the black candles are structured as 5 black stones
may be likened as the structure of darkness that there is no correlation with the honesty
of arrangement; instead, it is a supposition of honesty that always vulnerable to be
burned by the dark side power.
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As if the small candles
line up following their
leader. Ugh, am I
imagining the small
numbers of the Eden
Community who
accompany my step?
Just say the sprigs which
are weaved in a round
shape is seen like a
prison. Whilst the white
chrysanthemum that is
arranged roundly could
be interpreted as a holy
truth that I uphold.
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Shape

A Poetic Stone Monument
If stone is a shape, the rose is also a shape.
This is the combination of two poetical shapes.

T

From the basic
shapes, it can be
created thousands or
even millions of form
that are different in
size and shape.
A new composition
could be created
through elimination
of the old styles and
renew it through the
newest impressions
that are more
acceptable.
However, the old
preserved shapes will
be obsolete and have
fewer enthusiasts.
A new shape is
composed from a
combination of the
basic shapes with
transition shapes
until finding the best
style which is in line
with the era.
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he power of flower arrangement is precisely in its shape. When there is a
shape, there is a light. If the shape is not proportional, it won’t reflect the
aura of the light, for actually the beauty comes from the light. The spirit
of the beauty is the spirit of the angels. And they are the lights and the aura of the
beauty.
All truths are certainly beautifully glowing. The truth is the light in the darkness
of mind. The glowing shape is definitely the enchanted beauty. A woman whose
face and appearance is beautiful undeniably she is glowing. Supposedly all beautiful
shapes in this world are the same, what is going to happen? It is really boring.
Therefore, creativity is always different to one another.
However, just imagine God’s Power Who could create different shapes upon
everything in this universe. The total of flower’s kind alone is difficult to count. And
also there is no exactly the same face of human being. The power of God is infinite,
could we still venerate others than Him?
Anything that has shape, of course visually the existence of it can be felt.
If the beautiful shape is not the same and the truth is not the same either, then
the exemplary upon anything that good always becomes fascinating and there is a
‘captivating’ effect.
This world is full of various appearances and shapes, which each is different.
However, we know three kinds of basic shape, those are circle, triangle, and
rectangular. From those basic shapes can be created thousands even millions of
shape with variety of size and shape. New kinds of shape are composed from the
combination and transition amongst basic shapes. From three kinds of those basic
shapes, the macro type in the universe could be seen. The round shape shows
movement, for the round of the cosmic, sun, moon and the earth as well as the ball
are forever revolving.
Whilst the shape of triangle is represented by the mountain that provides
sturdy impression on the base and the peak is soaring to the sky. That is the direction
of triangle which pointed upward. However the direction of the darted triangle could
be likened as the triangle of the arrowhead.
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The triangle shape gives an impression of a directive movement. Whilst the
rectangular is represented through the shape of constructions and buildings, which
is commonly rectangular, for the sake of the stability of a building, since rectangle
creates a perfect space for a place to live. A rectangular building with piling on
every side is a stable strength. So, the rectangular shape gives a sturdy, stable and
immovable impression. If the basic shape of circular, triangle and rectangular are 3D,
then we know them as the shape of a ball, cone, and box, added with the shape of
pyramid, cylinder, and prism.
In this life, it is possibly to find totally new shapes. Millions of mathematical
shapes with a definite form could be judged as part of the wholeness of The Almighty
creation, forming all His Creations in the nature. In our life, there are so many forms
of His Creations, from mathematical shape with a definite form or irregular or organic
free form.
All kinds of imbalance or odd shape need to be fixed. That’s why the balance of
principle of a beauty is needed. Computer technology could change any shape even
to the imaginary shape. So, all kinds of shape now can become anything.
Plastic surgery is favoured by women who worship beauty. Face alteration is
considered as fine even though personality becomes unstable. The presence of failed
plastic surgery cases can’t lessen the desire to alter the face. As if original forms
receive less marketing, whereas original faces represent honesty and personality
stability.
Don’t consider me as “odd” because I suddenly insert the word “plastic surgery”
in my statements. However, it is still under the corridor and explanation about the
shape, isn’t it? I just want to insert a suggestion, that a new face could change
personality to be unclear, moreover the maintenance of a new face is certainly very
expensive. The original forms are indeed cost saving, safe and honest.

A Triangle Shape

Giving a direction to every intersection. The sharpness of the angle makes it
is uneasy to be placed as one element in a design composition. The sharpness that
is quite inflexible makes it unlikely to meet with another element of composition,
except when you are clever to flow it in a contrast
composition.
Triangle love is another thing. An affair in
love I also judge contains a sharpness on every
angle. As much as possible hinder triangle love.
It instigates a problem and full of sins. Agonious
cry often comes with an affair in triangle love.
Understand that as a punishment upon sins.
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A Rectangular Shape

Meanwhile, rectangular or square shape will influence strongly for the
rectangle shape gives an immobile and stable impression. The placement of
a cube and rectangular dominates the space when it is used in a design on a
canvas. Free shapes are more loose and favoured because it is unpredictable,
unrestrained, whilst the rectangular shape is very mathematical.
The four sides, which is spacious and vertical
as well as horizontal dominate the space. The
presence in a composition is really felt and could
be dominant.
Other elements in the composition there,
in fact should follow the flow or its rectangle
existence should be counted by all that will be
presented in the design composition. It’s a must!
However, there is a structure of a flat rectangular,
which will be felt as moving, ha…ha…ha…
(laughing) that is a train! Pardon me, I just want
to be relax!
In flower arrangement, the vegetative
rectangular shape is a trend amongst the florists. The perspective of regular
shapes like rectangular and round that is renewed such as the topiary and
vegetative arrangement is a new trend from the western style flower
arrangement.

A Round Shape

The round shape, even it’s still silence but it seems like moving and
rotating. Moreover if it is round as an object, surely it’s rotating and always
moving. That’s why our earth is round because it keeps
rotating and circling. A ball that is rolling in circle amuses us.
Events in world soccer game could defeat Breaking News.
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The focal point is on all sides in a round shape when it exists above the
gravitation. The earth’s gravitation activates the circling movement of the
vehicle with a round wheels. The movement on the round shape is light and
rolling in circle. It makes the round shape in a design composition creates a
movement and not static. Creating a round design means ready for cutting
the flower’s stalk with the same size in a number that is not few, for all sides
of required space must be filled with flowers with the same shape and size.
You could try!

The Composition of Shape

The composition of three basic
shapes I just liken as the description
of the way to place those three
shapes without opposing to each
other or odd.
This is a round and triangle as well as rectangular shapes in a composition
that its each existence is counted. Nothing is lessened, harmonious, and don’t
sink the existence of one against the others. All appear completed, as a just
cooperation, organized teamwork in a secured loyalty, so it gives a complete
appearance of one another. Any contrast won’t lessen the harmony. If the
community could be arranged like this, how lovely.
Try to be compared with the composition which is dominated by the
triangle shape as follows:
In this sketch, the triangle shape is
dominant. The round and rectangular
shapes should be collided first in the
triangle position, then it can exist and
beneficial. All elements of different
shape shift the attention of the two
dominating triangles, so it yields in a harmony amongst all existing shapes.
There is no order without sacrifice. Domination of triangle shape gives
sacrifice for the round and rectangular shape, as the result, a harmony is
created. Such is a strong and powerful dominance should be able to provide
latitude for the other civil rights. Thus, a combination of power and strength
with nation’s elements, which is not the same or totally different, could create
peace and welfare. Therefore, no more forceful eviction or empty promises.
I don’t care whether you are not a politician, but I have fed up with
violence and forceful evictions and empty promises. Don’t hesitate taking
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care of the calamity’s victim. If calamity has become dominant, hardships
spread everywhere. Just admit what is the cause of God’s Wrath. Injustice and
deviance are what lead to His Wrath.
Thus, I continue with the main subject. Explanation of the picture
beneath, I liken as the utilization of space recklessly. When I ask to use triangle
shape to be dominant and when other shapes spreads recklessly, thus the
elements of shape when it should be combined, we obligates to describe its
best visualisation. The picture beneath is not wrong, it is just lack of sense and
childish.
The placement of triangle as a focus or
focal point means nothing except just filling the
space. And the elements of the other shape
seem detached meaninglessly. This composition
is childish, full yet gives no impression. It’s fine
if you choose such design composition. Who
could stop you? However, as I said earlier, your
creation is childish. In the following explanation,
I present the combination of shape and space:

Various Composition of Shape and Space

And the next is the combination of shape and space in its application
on a card:
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A Banquet

Jasmine and Sunf lower
Jasmine is the name of my block in this prison. Could the
scent of jasmine be the glorious spirit of the nation’s name,
after the good name of Indonesia has been degraded?
The string of jasmine has become identical as the flower
arrangement of Indonesia. Hopefully, the name of my
country be glorious once again.
The sunflowers in the arrangement I symbolize as the
sun and star in the universe. I add the illustration of my
arrangement with the atom’s movement that I want to
symbolize as the theory of the universe, and it counts on
the spherical formula in the Most Globality of sphere.
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The Colour Scheme

C

olour is unique as well as brings tense, if you don’t know how to use colour
for certain purpose. Scarlet that is dominant and embracing, makes a scary
and strain impression. White that is dominant and embracing, makes an
impression of sacred and holy. The thick black, which is dominant and embracing,
makes an impression of immersing in a mourning. So, in my opinion, colour is the
strongest and the decisive element.
When you look at something, colour is the easiest thing to remember. At a
glance, the sight upon colour is directly recorded in a memory, so it can be rendered
as the messenger or the creation of impression, or to draw attention toward the
intended direction. Other purpose is to create an illusion of a vibe that wants to
be created, or processed to make a unity of a different space or area, or to unite
various objects. Colour is the most important element in art. Amongst various design
elements, colour is the most important one. In the colour wheel, we won’t find black
or white. Why? Because both of them are neutral and they are not a colour. So is
grey, as the mix of black and white. Black and white are strongly needed to create
the brightness-darkness of a colour. When a certain colour is added with black, then
that colour will become dark. When it is added with white, then a brighter colour will
be created. Red could become a thick red-wine colour when it is added with black, or
could become a soft pink when it is mixed with white. Orange colour could become
a soft peach when it is added with a lot of white, and could become a dark brown
when it is added with black.

The Two of Us

As for this arrangement, the one describes about Archangel Jibril role
and the other describes my role. Who am I and who is he,
it has been explained in this video book. My role is united with him,
seperti
kekasih,
but atRangkaian
the sameinitime
it issepasang
segregated
for he is the Holy Spirit, an angel
atau
aku
dan
malaikatku.
who brings God’s Revelations.

Harmoni Dua Rangkaian
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Generally, it has been known that I like white. My room, right now, I ask to
be painted all white. That is for the sake of changing the sense of my small room
arrangement in this prison. However, the white color has become more important
for me for the sake of giving a meaning to a procession that I am going through, that
is purifying my spirit. Ugh, surely you think that I am just making this up. Then, if I
have to explain it here, why do I have to paint my room in white colour, it is because
I want to include it in the meaning of a colour. The changing colour of my room from
blue-red to white, could be symbolized as an effort to purify myself from all sins.
In my room, all are white, except the ornaments and the carpet that is still red.
For me, it is a personal choice. I obey God Who teaches me to shun away from any
taint and mistake. Then, I make the color of my room as an experiment of my own
protection from any taint and sin. So, what should I explain more with the white
colour, as the colour of my personal choice, besides saying why not?
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All colours are the result of three primary colours: red, yellow and blue. These
three primary colours can’t be made from any mixture of other colour. On the contrary,
other colours can be resulted by mixing the three colours. Mix the two primary colours
and it will result in a secondary colour: red mixed with yellow become orange, red
and blue become purple, whilst blue with yellow become green. Furthermore, there
are tertiary colours that lie in between the primary and the secondary colours, those
are: yellow-orange, yellow-green, blue-green, blue-purple, red-purple, red-orange. The
twelve colours relate to each other in the colour wheel. Through the colour wheel, it
is easier for you to understand the relation between one colour and the other colours.
If I should teach introduction to colour amongst my students who learn flower
arrangement at the flower workshop in this Tangerang Women Penitentiary, surely
because I want to invite you all to be able to create flower arrangement that is elegant
and to be able to make a collage of dried flower or cards that look beautiful and
align with the consumer taste. Because, just a little knowledge of colour and a little
experience in coloring are not enough to raise their creativity in painting.
Mixing the colour paint and brushstrokes should be through a long experience,
before reaching the success to make a distinctive colour. Colour element, which is
unique and dramatic, could only be gained if we are diligent to try various effects of
colour mixture.
A texture also determines the colouring effect. So is the colour thinness or
thickness, each creating different effect in the function or the effect of brushstroke. All
alternatives could be tested. And every accentuation could be gained through warm
or bright colours. And the effect of depth is gotten through dark colours (purple, blue,
and black). An instinct will direct us to adapt in various colour blend and the effect of
texturing. It means, if we are diligent to mix colours in different area of texture, we can
find the amazing character of colour. Every colour character could be observed, how
the thin acrylic colours could blend nicely without decreasing the essence colour of the
object or the important plane, even the compilation of the colour add an accentuation
on the heeded object.
Combination of bright and dark colours or warm and cold colours and thick and
thin colours may be observed deeply, therefrom the beginning of our skill in mixing
the colours, then our capability and quality to paint will develop. Various thick colours
(only) when it is applied in a painting area, it will be seen as a beginning (basic or raw)
creation, for there is no sense of breakthrough in it. The combination and mixing thick
and thin paints could create a natural effect, because of the flowing and the mixing
colours is harmoniously flown and won’t be jerk or tense.
Combination of a thin paint of the dark color to the bright plane which the
paint is thick, it is like a minor tone that enters the sound of bass. It is joyful since
the combination of those colours is like a contrast melodious sound in a harmony.
Therefrom, it could be gained a distinctive creation of colour, which will result in a
fusion of painting objects.
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An Umbrella from the Sky

It is a beauty that comes when an umbrella has fallen from the sky
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My Umbrella in Concentration

Introduction to Colour and Light

A

t this time, I want to invite you to know about colour and its utilization
for combination in flower arrangement or for interior cosiness. Colour is
a relative element compared to the other design elements. Colour can’t
stand alone. The appearance of certain colour is always determined by the presence
of the other colour around it.

Flowers Under the Umbrella
Supposedly the beauty of philosophy from the sky can be visualized,
then this is how I describe it.
The sky spreads shielding the philosophy from Him,
Lies the fascinating knowledge,
Ensuring the civilization of Heaven.
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In a room that utilizes a strong contrast colour, don’t make a flat lighting.
Moreover, if you want to show the melancholy of dramatic curve lines of the flower
arrangement. A flat lighting in that room will be uncomfortable for the flower
arrangement, if we want to enjoy the extra-sense utilized in the flower arrangement
inside the room. Because the flat lighting in a contrast coloured room, it certainly
lessen the aura of the flower arrangement’s colour in that room, even though the
lighting given to the arrangement is just adequate.
And if you want to add a special spotlight for the flower arrangement, so it
could surpass the brightness of the wall in that room, then the coherency of lighting
in the room and spotlight for the flower arrangement will become bias and won’t
create visual comfort for the whole room and for that flower arrangement, thus any
beauty that comes from anywhere will be failed to be presented. Therefore, it is
better for the art lovers I suggest to put the art work in a room with neutral or pale
pastel colour nuance.
Then there is no colour that doesn’t influence each other. Put red over purple
and compares that with red over yellow. Colours will emerge when suddenly the
bright light becomes strong. All colours will appear. That is the sign that colour
intensity is very much influenced by the power of light that strikes it.
Don’t paint at night, for the light at night is not as perfect as during the day.
The dim situation in the afternoon has also lessened the colour intensity visually. The
colour combination is more beautiful when it is done in the morning to noon.
Colour becomes brittle if the colour mixing is done in the same diluted watery.
The strokes of the colour can be beautiful and inspirational. The colour brittleness
when it is at the right time, it wil sublimate by itself, so its inspiring utilization could
be maximally used in the design. Therefore, the accidental cracking of the colour
mixing result becomes an interesting side effect, or becomes the supplement for the
design that no less inviting a comment for those who don’t know how to attain such
colouring effect.
An expertise of a maestro painter is certainly different with a labour painter.
However, colour is always pleasing in the expert’s hands. Beside that, colour is also
a complicated element amongst the other elements such as texture, shape, space,
line, rhythm, balance, et cetera. The material and colour selection truly determine
the design.
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A tawdry taste, just recklessly chooses material and a mistake in choosing the
colour combination will cause a tension. Such tawdry is truly annoying, for it bothers
the display. If you don’t know how to select colour and material, just give it to the
expert, so the harmonious impression can be attained.
From the knowledge of colour, we know three main colours, those are red,
blue and yellow. And from those three primary colours, can be transformed through
colour mixing and become thousands of other colours in a system of parallel order
and by mathematical calculation.
What makes the ultra-marine blue colour become blue-lake colour? You could
search it by trying to mix colours over and over until the composition is just right
and can be accepted. Understanding the colour and shape, essentially is almost the
same. Both is inseparable. Shape wants colour, and vice versa. We could approach
the shape through colour or shape first then colour.
On the essence of searching for a creation, an artist progresses following the
process of the design and colour principles, creating a harmonious combination
between the shape and colour in thousands of way. Application of the big scheme
of colour system in a room and colour harmony in a painting or flower arrangement
shows a boundary where actually the searching room between a shape and colour.
If the level of success of an art work is conflicted from the value of its harmonious
presentation, then it is the result of a harmonious combination between a shape and
colour as well as the quality of skill of the artist. If the artist will attain his satisfaction
in creating an art work, in fact it is the colour that perfects it. Thus, actually the colour
harmony is the perfecting factor of the design and what creating a success of an eyecatching.
If the artist succeeds, then the searching will end in a display, that is the creation
of the language of shape and colour which combined harmoniously. Whether it is
applied in two or three dimension form, both are experiencing a process of creativity
and sense. Thus, actually a fine art, according to the cultural expert, it is only a
searching of self concept that sublimates the language of art into its own sense.
Within it there is a room of searching for a shape, colour and a harmony of shape
and colour.

The Scheme of Colour
The primary colours mixed together to become a secondary or tertiary colours.
If you want a scheme of colour selection, decide the selection of colour combination
through the colour of your material that you want to use.
Separate the container of the selected paints that have been decided, even
don’t let them touch the other paints. Because the colour mixing no matter how
much is the quantity, they will form a consignment of another colour. The pattern of
colour combination that you have decided could totally change.
The colour scheme is the determinant of the choice of your heart, for suitable
or not your colour selection, that is your heart’s choice for a long time. The choice of
curtain’s colour can’t be replaced until quite a long time. Therefore, deciding a colour
composition for the interior and painting means a choice for a long range of time.

Color Wheel

Basic Colour

Primary colour consists of red, blue and yellow. In general, colour that close to
purple and blue is grouped as dark colour or cold colour. And colour that closes to
yellow and red is called as bright colour, also grouped as a warm colour.
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Deciding a colour scheme for a bedroom interior, don’t make it identical with
the curtain’s colour for a kitchen. It is certainly different. The function of the room is
already different. Thus also, the flower arrangement to express joyfulness is totally
different with the colour scheme to express a mourning. Besides to make it easier to
see the presence of the kinds of colour, colour wheel also enables someone to see
the harmony of colour combination. Just as a guidance, it is good if you know four
basic colour combination or commonly called as a colour scheme, those are:
1. Monochromatic
2. Analogue
3. Triangle Combination
4. Contrast (Complementary)
• Simple Complementary
• Double Complementary
• Triple Complementary
• Multiple Complementary
Decide the colour scheme as your heart’s wish. The colour choice is as you
like. Someone can’t impose her favourite colours to another person. People with
soft personality usually don’t like the warm colour, or a striking bright colour. They
prefer a combination of pastel colours. How to find a cold colour or warm colour
composition, there is a colour wheel that can be used as a reference; however the
colour scheme basically has already had its pattern. Colour that contains yellow
element, becomes a warm colour such as the sun or fire. The impression is joyful,
passionate, energetic, young, strong and courageous. Physically it creates a closer
effect, alluring, draw attention, closer, advance, enlarging and outstanding.
The colour from a pure pigment without any blend looks brilliant. The impression
is strong or intense, lively, full of passion, even shouting, enlarging, stands out, and
heavier. Psychologically, it delivers joyful, young, energetic and dramatic messages.
Try to compare generally the colours at a kindergarten school with a muddy
colour in the prison. I think Tangerang Women Penitentiary doesn’t reflect the muddy
colour of a prison, since this place has a spacious garden. And the blocks of the cell
don’t reflect a prison.
Actually, the atmosphere in different prison is not different, the nuance of
violence and the smell of cigarette and the muddy colour. However, this place is
different with the nuance at Pondok Bambu Detainment Center. Feminine
nuance is strongly felt at this place. The room layout and
garden are still beautiful and not frightening. Every
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In the colour scheme, there is an analogue, contrast and there is
monochromatic. Decide the selection of the colour scheme of your flower
arrangement, before you buy the flowers. In a complex nation there is an
analogue friendship, there is a contrast difference and there are people
who want to be in one tone (monochromatic).
Beautiful flower arrangement could speak any language and could unite
all people in the beauty of the sense of art. The flower language is the
language of universal peace.

Eid Al Fitr, Christmas or Independence Day, each block is delightfully decorated. At
that moment various colour scheme is seen here and there, which touches heart.
I was still received a treatment at the clinic when all inmates prepared their
blocks to welcome the Christmans and New Year. The nuance was really refreshing. The
whole night I was thinking why did I like being imprisoned in this Tangerang Women
Penitentiary? I like this place because of the lovely garden or the atmosphere? The
gardens here truly dominate the space and they are suitable for relaxing our mind.
But what I feel more suitable for me is the religious nuance. I feel that togetherness
and religious tolerance in this place is quite good.
At Eid Al Fitr day, blocks are decorated in Islamic nuance, so is at Christmas
day, without any hesitation to the other adherents who don’t celebrate the day.
Meanwhile, they who don’t celebrate the holy days participate actively in decorating
the blocks and also enjoy the celebration. I think this kind of nuance that actually
impress me a lot and I like this nuance.
Supposedly this kind of atmosphere flowing to the outside, then the existence
of religious violence is no more needed. Now, Ahmadiyya is isolated, totally restricted,
whereas a country is forbidden to restrict its people’s belief.
Herein, I am engaged in the universal language of religious freedom. Even there
is no one who complains about the sound from my USB-speaker, that frequently
plays Opick’s voice with his “Dzikrullah” or Bimbo or Ebiet (red: Indonesian singers)
whose songs are very Islamic. So is when my USB-speaker plays solemn Christmas
songs, I very much enjoy the situation. Hopefully this kind of nuance becomes my
nation’s habitat.
The colours of kindergarten’s room and the play equipments, I contrast with
the prison’s colour, all at once to imagine the contrast of the atmosphere and the life.
The cheerfulness of the innocent children who are playing is really felt. Shapes and
colours surrounding the play ground is very contrast compared to the grey colour of
the prison’s iron bars and and the shabbiness of the surrounding area..
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The innocence and the cheerfulness of kindergarten students are in a bright
colours symbol, evilness and sin are in the symbol of dark and muddy colours.
However, in fine art, dark and bright color could be factualized harmoniously.
Cheerfulness and muddiness are totally different. The cheerfulness of innocent
children through bright and warm colours at their playground I intentionally raise the
comparison with the dark and muddy colours at the prison that is full of sins.
Cheerfulness is a bright colour. Evilness is a dark/black colour. However, we
can’t just interpret both facts as prudent as the color tone, which its application is
limited, compared to the colour of life with sins.
Virtuousness and sin that can be likened with black-white. Mix all colours,
then it will turn to black. Like a crime that comes from all colours of bad thoughts.
Again, colour that talks about the side of life. Is the dark side of life that is full of sins
harmonious with a life without sin? However, interpreting the meaning of colour in
this way is optimum.

Hot Colour
This picture is an example of hot color;
yellow, red and orange. The appearance
of color is always influenced by the other
colours surrounding it. Even colour could
be influenced by the condition of the
environment or the weather.
If the weather is bright, then time seems
moving faster. On the contrary, if the
weather is cloudy or overcast, as if the
time moves slower.

The Warm and Cold Colours
The wave length of the warm red
colour is longer than purple that
categorized as cold colour. Therefore,
red will first reach our sight compared
to purple.

Warm Colour

These are the
composition of
cold colours: green,
purple and blue.

Cold Colours

The colour of pastel yellow is a warm
colour. Yellow is categorized as a hot
color. The terminology of warm or cold
colour can’t be felt as feeling them in
the air. However, if the measure comes
to someone’s feeling, then there will be
various opinions.
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Colour Composition

Simple Complementary

The order of monochromatic (single tone) colour gives a monotonous
impression, although it is easy to create this order of colour and impossibly will
become odd. Monochromatic composition is a series of colour that converging to
white colour, which will give a static or slow impression rather than a series of colour
with multiple or many tones. Whatever the choice of bright color and multiple tones
make the composition move more and focusing the eyes. Since the presence of more
than two colours will trigger the visual jerk, means the movement of monochromatic
colour composition is slower than analogue color.

A Combination of Monochromatic Colours

Combining various bright and dark colours from
the intensity of one colour in the colour wheel, the
result could be enchanting as well as sophisticated.
However, mistakenly it could also be boring when the
other design elements aren’t counted, for example the
accent or the complementary.
< Pink and redness

The Combination of Analogue Colours

A combination of adjacent colours in the colour
wheel. Combination of two side by side colours in
the colour wheel won’t create tension, since those
two colours have connection. This composition
creates harmonious impression.
Yellow and orange >

A composition of two opposing colours in the colour
wheel. The more cheerful colour composition is a
contrasting colour composition (complementary).
Because of the difference in high intensity amongst
colours, then prominence of each colour emerges. The
composition of contrasting colours consists of colours
that are the opposite to each other in a colour wheel.
< Purple and yellow

Double Complementary

Composition of two pair of adjacent colours with two
crossing colours in the colour wheel.
Combining two colours or more that are crossing in
the colour wheel could create colours that are pulling
each other, creating a lively and dramatic tension.
The impression could be interesting, could also be
too shouting. It is because the warm colour in the
scheme is always stronger. In order to suppress it, a
warm colour is better to be used in fair amount or in a
thicker tone.

Yellow and orange redness with
purple and blue greenness.

Multiple Complementary

A Triangle Combination

Three colours positioned in a triangle with
the same distance can be united to be
a composition. You may choose primary
triangle colours (Red, yellow and blue),
or secondary triangle colour (orange,
purple redness and green).
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A composition of contrasting colours which
consist of three or more pairs opposing
colours in the colour wheel.
Colourful, yet it is fine if you try it. Maybe
the Multiple Complementary combination
could only be enjoyed if it becomes
accentuation, not dominant.
< Yellow, orange and red with purple,
green and blue greenness.
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Painting with Modelling Paste or Paper Clay

I

don’t know whether you can paint and use modelling paste/paper clay
instantly. Time to understand the character of acrylic and modelling paste/
paper clay can’t be instant. However, if I don’t have time to teach further,
hopefully it works.

Finish it until the creation is as harmonious as possible. Using gold or metallic
paint only to complete the similar artwork. It means, the glazing paint is desired just
because the room is already contained a golden paint. Don’t get easily use golden
paint since it could be boring. If you want to use it in a painting, just use it slightly.
Ugh, because such is my taste. If you want to cover it with golden colour, it is up to
you. Art is relative indeed and artists often do as they want. I just want to explain the
application of my sense. Okay, good luck with your practice!

Modelling paste/paper clay, both are the replacement of cement for art to form
something that is used to create a small unique creation or to create various textures
for painting and various dolls’ knick-knacks. Modelling paste/paper clay is truly useful
to produce the creation of your imagination due to its soft nature and could become
harden like clay, the basic material to make a pottery design.
Without heating, modelling paste/paper clay can harden by itself. Unfortunately,
this material is still imported. Utilizing modelling paste/paper clay for painting is
to form a texture and areas, which the thickness, is needed to be added. It is also
used to cover the pressed dried flowers which need to be bent or become thicker
and elevated. Indeed, the dolls made of corn husk and banana leaf midrib should
be completed with various cute and endearing knick-knacks, and it could be made
through dexterity to process the modelling paste/paper clay producing the tiny
imaginative creation aligns with the size of the doll.
We need to find a trick when using the paint and modelling paste/paper clay in
order to produce our imagination. Make the material to be soft first by kneading and
mix it with acrylic paint that you have chosen. Blend it evenly then knead it until it
becomes soft and easy to be made a plate. It is made using a roll or a plumber pipe.
Then stick it on the space that has been decided to make the texture. It should be
made before the material becomes stiff.
You can use cutter or pallete to make the texture. You could also use other
available moulding tools. Those tools could be bought at the stores that sell clay or
miniature art craft.
Strokes of a thin white glue (fox) could soften back the stiffness of modelling
paste/paper clay. It could be used just when there is something to be fixed on the
parts that have already hardened. Just add a layer of another colour over the existing
primary colour, except if that area is wanted to be dominant. The blend of thin colours
layered between the formed textures will produce a distinctive colour.
After all areas are completely filled and coloured, finish them with only one
selected colour, and see the result. The pastel/peach colour, white and light yellow,
are good to be used as a finishing colour. Then add those base colours with its
respective colour, but just a slightly thin watery, and look at what is still missing after
that.
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The Contrast of Beauty and Gloominess

Repetition and Contrast

R

epetition and contrast should always be used in the application of the design
concept. If one of them is absence, surely your design will be tasteless. A
contrast aims to create visual attraction so there is an appealing small jerk
so it will become an eye-catching, whilst repetition aims to make the rhythm flows
the created contrast.
Without a contrast that flows through the technique of repetition and its
shade, a design will be monotonous, no distinctive aspect or stagnant and won’t
be flowing or wiggling. Whereas, the dynamic of the beauty should be flexible and
flowing. Repetition and contrast are indeed like the sound of a violin and trumpet.
The changing of the contrast to reach the harmony of all elements, inevitably it is
through the rhythm of repetition. I can’t always give explanation about the sense
and the spirit in art. However, what I want to raise is things that are needed so those
could make us able to create a taste of art. Repetition and contrast are a way to lift
the taste up.

Exclusive Contrast
A concept about contrast in a design system is the result of the urge of the
artist’s thought to present a different result or beyond what is normally created.
As wide as the space that is made contrast, it won’t become odd if the harmony is
already decided. The aforementioned contrast is nothing more that the beauty of
a flower arrangement contrast with the gloomy of the room or the contrast of the
atmosphere.
And the contrast between beauty and the freshness of the flower and the dull
and rotten room. Surely this contrast could be called as odd for it is not common that
this modern style flower arrangement is placed in a rotten empty room. But I am just
doing a very contrast supposition to state the visibility of the contrast that very much
the opposite, however the contrast could instantly be recognized. It is the same as
the range of coverage of the Philosophy of Flower from the Prison.
Arranging flowers in the prison and afterwards places it in the cell, isn’t that
same as that picture? I just make a supposition of my real truth from God that being
confined.
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There are various contrasts. There are contrast of colour, shape, line, texture,
plane, and so forth. I present various explanations about contrast in this book, so
it will be easier to understand. Experience to blend a contrast with the same tone
element is easy. What is more complicated is precisely when there is no contrast, yet
focal point should be presented. Therefore, a design element with strong character
should present as the replacement of the element of contrast. How could we create
a strengthening character in the same tone material? Make a shade among the
focused materials. Giving a shade may use dark colour from the same tone colour so
focus will attain. You could also play with the texture to increase the tone so focus
could be attained.
If a contrast should exist in the design, use a ‘tricked contrast’. It means that it
isn’t just recklessly making an opposing contrast yet it isn’t harmonious. Give a deep
contrast, not a contrast that sharply opened. The meaning is if the contrast should be
used, then use the contrast material that still contains a flexibility that could connect
to the rhythm of the material or could flow through dominant colour or the same
tone colour and impede not the sight. I liken the thorn of durian’s skin is different
with the rambutan’s skin, although visually in a glance there is a similar character of
the shape. Do not use durian for decoration in fruit bouquet, yet rambutan can be
used. A bunch of rambutan can be placed adjacent to melon, and suri cucumber and
pineapple could be added later. Afterwards, the fruit bouquet can be filled with fruits
that have soft textures such as apple, orange, peer, snake fruit and grape.
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The Language Style of Contrasting

Thus, both arrangements could be categorized as contrasting style, which the
appearance of its contrast is various. Both of the aboved pictures of the contrasting
arrangement are the appearance of a complicated contrast, yet it is harmonious
without ignoring the comfort feeling, artistic and beauty.

Line Contrast

A strong line is a big sprig, whilst a weak line is a tendril or a weak sprig. Those
two lines are the opposite in character, so when they are used
in an arrangement, they could create a contrast line.
All could be combined as long as they can adjust each
other. Try the line stroke of the paint and the placement of
the strong line of sprigs to the weak line could be harmonious.
Truly, the strength of a design can be created through anything.
What important is all elements have their roles and bring
harmony to one another.
.

Various Contrasts
Contrast on the shape,
value, colour and scale.

Contrast on the balance
shape

The harmony of the contrast
of line and shape.

T

Contrasting Material:
coral, water, egg and rose.

Contrasting Side

Contrasting Shape

he contrast between the coral rock, water, egg and rose, and the contrast
between durian and apple we intentionally present to colour the contrasting
language style, that durian has a sharp thorn but the fruit is delicious and
smell good, the value of its tastiness is no less than the fresh red apple although the
taste is different. Sometimes the form is rough and sharp, it’s can’t be sure whether
the inside is bitter, rough and sharp.
People who appear harsh and speak out frankly like Batak, Makassar, and
Madura tribes, it could be that their hearts are soft and their objectivity of their
thought is comforting. And people who speak orderly and politely could be dangerous.
Those all are the relativity of character according to their own gene. The contrast of
tribe’s demeanors, could be symbolized by contrasting the coral rock with water, the
egg and the rose. Well, this is art! It can explain anything about the sense of art.
A combination of those all remind us of life that needs the beauty of roses and
the life that needs protein and water amidst the arid rocks and the condition which
is full of violences. Be a white or a flexible straight line. For white means willing to
accept the companion of any colour. And the flexible straight line means honesty that
could always work together with harshness or weakness.

Contrasting in a plane but
Contrasting the value
consentient in the shape, both
and the shape
of them are equally curve
lines, but the value is different,
harmonious and flowing.

Contrasting the plane
with line and value.

Those all that in the same mode always succeed to appear harmoniously. A
contrast design doesn’t use only ornaments of the same type or mode. However, the
utilization of the same tone ornaments is easier to use and safe. However, life is too
full and not all the time they are in the same mode. Therefore, be prepare to be a
peacemaker for all conditions.
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As for the contrast of the weight, it won’t give any impact if the one with more
weight doesn’t feel annoyed. However, the contrast won’t last long if there is the
same interest that feels annoying. Like the colour contrast disturbs the visual and
the feeling, then lessen the value by adding white or grey colour so it will be less
bright and the brightness will be reduced. Colour contrast that impedes the sight will
lessen. Such is the battle between the contrast of two powers that are competing
to each other. Bring forth the peacemaker which is white from any interest, so the
contrast will be melting.
The skill to combine line and plane as well as the weight or value will produce
a reaction of a contrasting design that is able to make all elements appear with its
own existence. However, if you want to make something that want to be enjoyed
as a simple comfort, then try to make simpler all wishes. Adjust the condition with
capability. And make every possibility to be comfort.
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Flower in the Middle of Aridness
				 Likes the Truth in the Court

The world is already too complicated and frightening, no tolerance. What else
could be made comfort besides the beauty of our own artwork and the comfort from
the sincere peace.
Starts with something usual, straight, soft and spherical. That is only the compound
of word for honesty, humbleness or tenderness and the firmness of good principles.
Supposedly the rectangle box is likened as a stability and self identity or spirit, that is how
the flexibility of good utterance and honesty as well as the influence of good and firm
principles are able to design self identity to be beautiful. All bad incidents in the past just
throw it away from the memory.
Make a comfort by hindering all contrasts, which are sharp and hurting. Keep
away from any wish to fluence or do imposition for the sake of your own interest. Herein
often happen incidents that cause panic, the issue spreads so fast. Be a simple rectangle,
immovable when all are panic by the situation.
Be a steady plain white box, yet embraces all the oddness of the condition and move
flexibly and wisely, like the line that decorates the plain box, until you could suppress the
situation and it can become the stability of all sides. Thus, be the peacemaker. After all,
suppressing all commotions at this time, it is the same as wishing to extinguish the forest
fire that spread to the entire forest. If the chaos has heated and spread widely, there is
not enough authority that able to end it. Just consider them all as a burnt fried peanut. A
renewal always comes instantly when all have not been sold like the burnt fried peanut.
Flexibility is another form of handling the sharp contrast
Flexibility is always pliable and moves and produces something. Something that
is sturdy doesn’t mean that it won’t produce anything, even it is the result of a stable
and correct movement. A rolling ball won’t stop before hitting a sturdiness. However, it
is better a round and stable sturdiness, which always comes like an iron wheel that rolls
climbing the hill and mountain and crossing the torrentiall river yet it doesn’t break. It is
better than the unbalanced stability, porous due to demonstrations and commotions.
Which one is better, you are obeyed due to sturdiness or the dynamic of circling

A Contrast of Nuance

I enjoy too much the contrast of flower with nature. The flowers that I arranged in
a clear glass vase are truly contrast with the pile of sands and gravels and puddle
of muds. This arrangement is more intended to interpret the nuance of contrast.
People who make a living by wallowing in a mud and labourer who cracks stones
and carries them and construction labourer, I sincerely dedicate this flower
arrangement for them. Hopefully God will bless every drop of sweat and their
exhaustion.
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This is the contrast
of shape, colour
and value.

And this is the huge
contrast in plane
and value, yet the
same shape.

This is a contrast of
plane, value, colour
and direction.

And this is the contrast of the
curve plane and curve line and
dark colour and bright colour.
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movement of a spherical thing? Which one produces the most? It is the dynamic
sturdiness. A perception of stability and dynamism through this way makes us seem we
paint a life style. You want square or sphere, huh?! That’s what I say, be a dynamic and
flexible stability. That’s all!
A concept about contrast in a design system is the result of the urge of the artist’s
thought to show a different result or what is out of the common habits. As wide as the
space that is made as a contrast, it won’t become odd if the harmony has been decided.
The artist should be certain about the contrast that she designs. Thus, there should be a
concept of ‘peace’ or flexibility between the two chosen contrasts.
Usually the oddness of the contrasting difference can be annulled with a focus
theme that is decent to overcome the difference of the contrast. This concept is better
imagined in such way so it would be possible to use the flaming contrast, but could reach
the climax of harmony between the two contrasts.
Sometimes a contrast can’t be combined, moreover with an imposed thought,
such as placing Jepara carving, which is heavy and complicated, in the minimalist modern
interior design room. Other example is a coconut, which is forcefully arranged together
with fruits for a gift bouquet, or placing a swamp cabbage in a flower arrangement or a
beggar with a corruptor or Gayus Tambunan. Ugh, those suppositions are merely used to
explain the weirdness of contrast. That’s it!

Accentuation

W

hen I was in the prison, I realize there was something special when I
saw an accentuation amongst my students. That was the Iranian
women’s faces amongst the Indonesian’s faces. Some Iranian amongst
my students I liken as an accentuation. Blond and pointed nose make a different
impression compared to all women in this penitentiary. Therefore, accentuation is
something that attracts attention. However they aren’t part of the dominance, but
also not as a focus, since the amount is just a few. Accentuation must be smaller and
fewer than the largest part, yet it is quite stand out, because it is different.
If the colour of a room is dominated by a clean white colour and in the room
there is a green sofa with red seat cushions, that is also an accentuation. In an
interesting arrangement, a placement of small flowers here and there, which the
colour is bright, it could also be called as accentuation. Even though accentuation
is just a small part of one complete design, however the role is quite important.
Roughly it could be called as the cheerers.

Where is the accentuation in this figure? It turns out in the Brassica flower.
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How fresh the fruits are, how beautiful the flowers are, what an
absolute harmony if they are arranged for a valuable meaning. For the
sake of a meaning, beauty, deliciousness, freshness, fruits and flowers
become one in the sense of beauty.
Supposedly the fruits and flowers bouquets come down from the sky,
then it is called a blessing. However, if it is made to extend God’s love,
Who command us to be good to our fellows human being, certainly it
could be interpreted as a blessing from Him.

Harmony

C

reating a harmony is really relative. Harmony could be attained through
a colour setting, as well as shape and plane setting. Harmony could be
attained through the fondness of each artist, so harmony is diverse. There
are the harmony of contrast (harmony resulted from contrasting the elements) and
the harmony of analogue (harmony that freely combines the shapes and analogue
colors). I found many modern compositions using analogue theme. There is a more
careful harmony, that is the harmony of monochromatic.
Harmony could be attained even by opposing the general design principles, as
long as you dare to imagine and has fully mastered the process of design principle
or an art. Please give a try. Such kind of harmony is a free style harmony. This kind of
harmony won’t go beyond the design principles or an art, as long as you have a good
taste and high skill, certainly your free style harmony could produce an avant-garde
creation.
How could we attain harmony? Certainly a creation should be completed with
the best and suitable material elements. Arrangement with rhythm is important.
Without a rhythm, harmony couldn’t be produced. The placement of a focus could
succeed only when it is positioned on a right place and eye-cathing. Similar or almost
similar kinds of material are easy to be combined indeed, yet it has no challenge. So it
could be boring. Even just arranging it makes us tedious, not inspiring. Therefore, use
materials that are not similar, yet synergistic in shape and colour. In order to make
the materials selection not conflicting or opposing each other, please pay attention
to the explanation about shape in another chapter.
Don’t be too greedy in making the preparation, don’t be too exaggerated in
buying the flower. Because you think all flowers are beautiful, then you buy all kinds
of flower. Because you are not certain or not aware in deciding the material selection
at the flower market, the choice of flower is also various. So, be tolerance to the
attraction of those various flowers. If your money is limited, then for each kind of
flower just buy a limited amount.

A Harmony at Pelabuhan Ratu Beach

This is the result of a camera shot that accidentally created.
However, it has become a harmony that can be presented.
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When arranging the flowers, it is possible you find out that you need certain
flowers more, whilst you don’t have them, but on the other side, some kinds of the
other flowers are not utilized to suit the arrangement concept in your imagination.
Those other flowers then become a waste, however you are lack of the flowers you
need. Therefore, we should spare one or two kinds of flower, which is the best in terms
of their colour and shape, to create a focus or focal point, so it could freely create the
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beauty of a focus. The other parts just go along with it. Use the principle of frugality
or effectiveness. Thus, harmony is created because the materials are a selected ones.
Each of them has been synchronized to one another since the beginning. Don’t just
recklessly make the arrangement, then thinks afterwards. Every mature planning
always yields in a contentment. Every wrong step, it is always regretted and created
a waste or uselessness.
Harmony is not somewhere unreachable, if you feel that you are not talented or
lack of sense, create a harmony through one sprig of rose in a slim small mouth vase
or just a moon orchid (phalaenopsis) in a pot on a table, it is enough. A Phalaenopsis
is too beautiful even without arranged. The beauty is independent.
You can try comparing it with 1 pot of a blooming roses. Both are equally
beautiful, however the phalaenopsis orchid is like a peacock amongst the other birds.
Harmony could be attained even only through 1 pot of a phalaenopsis orchid, if you
know where to put it.
Harmony is a requirement in a good design. Harmony is located between the
two extreme points, that is monotonous and discordant or odd. The harmonious
element in a design tends to have size, shape, line, direction, colour, value and the
same connection. Too much harmony will make the design become monotonous, not
interesting.
However, too many contrasts also make us hesitate to see, too staggering the
sight, too conspicuous or harsh. Because if there is too much visual tension, the sight
is staggered disorderly. I don’t like the domination of contrast. I feel depress and
suffocated. Harmony is always flowing, not jerking!
Creating a harmony is not too difficult, it’s not like expecting harmony lives
midst the prevailing evilness and disaster. Just enough through simple things in
making the choice of the best way of life, such is your humble way of life to reach a
harmonious life.

A

B
C
Harmonious in
direction, line and size.
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Harmonious in size, contrast
of lines and direction.
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AB - Contrast of shape and size,
harmony on the value
BC - Harmony of shape, contrast of shape
AC - Repetition of shape, contrast of size,
contrast of value, and contrast of colour.

The Wisps of Incense
Idolatry has become an acknowledged culture and spirituality, because many
people hesitate not to perform idolatrous ritual to invite the sacralized jinn’s
spirits. My war against idolatry is initiated by fighting the powerful Nyi Loro
Kidul, for she is worshipped by the Javanese Kings and Indonesian Presidents,
as well as by the people, particularly the Javanese.
This arrangement is an inspiring arrangement for it has a meaning. It is not just
as an ordinary flower arrangement, but it embraces anti-idolatrous connotation.
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The Harmony between the Flower
Arrangement, Nature and Solemnity
Keep all the taints and
mistakes away.
Improve the way of life
that is contradictory
with the principles of truth.
That’s all!
The harmony of choice,
the harmony of taste,
the harmony of life.
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Lighting

T

o know about colour and the harmony of its composition, and the good
and the right ways of arranging the flower as well as the perfect lighting,
those all depend on the sense, hobby and wisdom. If you are wise wishing
to be prudent in doing art in the flower arrangement field, don’t wish you can do
flower arrangement instantly. If you don’t have a sense of flower arrangement, do
not carelessly forcing yourself to do flower arrangement.
And if you have a hobby to plant flowers, but you don’t know how to do
flower arrangement, you better learn about the principles of flower arrangement
first. They all need wisdom, patience, thoroughness, perseverance and consistency,
then your hobby will flow and become an earning as well as good achievements.
Wisdom which is pervaded in perseverance, it is the same as starting a foundation to
be successful.
Exhibition arena always needs accurate lighting and which is functioned to
dramatize the arrangement style. Thus, let’s look into a matter that hasn’t been
much heeded, particularly by flower connoisseurs, namely about light and its effect
to the art of flower arrangement.
Why do I include a slight explanation about lighting in the art of flower
arrangement, while it is not needed by those who learn it in this prison? However,
I should describe the completeness of the teaching subject, and for the sake of my
students’ knowledge when they get their freedom one day and choose a profession
as a floral artist. The section of lighting can only be utilized in an exhibition or in
photographic art, but the art of lighting more or less is an art of advance performance
for all arts. Without a planned lighting, the art of flower arrangement will never be
displayed perfectly.

A Light in Darkness, Flowers in Shabbiness

I think a light in darkness and flower in the shabbiness is already interpreted
rightly by the transparency of Archangel Jibril’s communication with me
through all that written in this book.
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The light source can be controlled as in the art of photography, therefore the
effect of various connections and textures in the design will be greater, especially
when the light comes from a lower place. The shadow accentuates the rough and
sharp texture. The strong lighting blurs various textures. Color is especially influenced
by the light and the direction of the source. Area in the design that most captures the
light is an area with the highest value. Different angle of lighting makes the design
moves from grey to black.
Lighting is usually specified after the arrangements are completely done,
except if the flower connoisseur knows exactly where the lighting should be placed
The Philosophy of Flower
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and could possibly be used. It often
happens that the lighting is too frontal,
so it makes the whole design is evenly
illuminated. The light ray comes from
the side, certainly will enlarge the
design. The light from underneath,
from the back or to one side gives an
effect of a dynamic space.
In the modern design, lighting
should be meticulously planned. The
light with moderate intensity gives
the best effect on the texture and
also closely related to color. And by
doing some trials, we could find many
possibilities.

Intentionally
Designed
Lighting

The adding of light could increase
the value of color, but decrease the
value of texture. The soft surface
deceives the sight, it attracts the eye
because the light reflects from it, and it
could provide a balance to the design.
Light can be used to blend
Natural Lighting
different elements into a single unit, or
the angled lighting can be used to make a dramatic effect, or to create a gloomy
nuance. Don’t forget the dramatic effect of a shadow. Sometimes light is used to
create a lively background by placing a thin different colored layers on the light source
and illuminating one side of the design, for example creating an effect of sunset.
In this digital era, to increase the effect of lighting that is good for flower
arrangement photographic capture, we can also use computer. By using Photoshop
software, all flower arrangement photographic pictures can be processed further to
gain more perfect result. By the computer technology, lighting can now be divided
into three categories, namely: 1) natural lighting, 2) intentionally designed lighting,
and 3) lighting from Photoshop technique.
There are many ways to get a dramatic effect on modern flower arrangement.
You can try to use laser ray and attractive exposure can be obtained by bending the
light in various ways. Other way, the practical one is by using the available light.
The knowledge about lighting and its effect is a basic form for every art branch.
Floral artist will lose nothing if they spend a little time to learn about this subject.
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Coconut Leaf Arrangement
It Suitable to Become an Indonesian Flower Arrangement

I

n Indonesia, the culture of flower arrangement and interest in the art of flower
arrangement is relatively new when it is compared to Japanese culture related
to its Ikebana flower arrangement and also to the Western people who have
been highly-cultured since the ancient time and they have cultivated European/Western
flower arrangement, so that the basic principle of flower arrangement worldwidely is the
European flower arrangement principles. And it is the principle that is commonly used in
flower arrangement throughout the world, including Indonesia.
Flower arrangements in Indonesia was started by following the European or Western
flower arrangement style. But then Ikebana also influenced the sense of the flower
connoisseurs in Indonesia. However, there is a culture of janur arrangement in the native
Javanese and Balinese. Through the tradition of the Javanese and Balinese people, janur
with flower and fruit arrangement then developed as a traditional arrangement. And
the tradition of janur with flower and fruit arrangement, it has philosophy and contains
spiritual values. Thus, the Javanese janur arrangement always decorates the sacralized
wedding ceremony.
Meanwhile, the Balinese people always include janur arrangement in all their worship
rites. Hinduism is very different with other religions. It is because the Hindus believe that
all they do in this world have connection with the universe, so they perform many offering
rituals or ceremonies in the feast days. Thus, janur arrangement is constantly included in
all their worship ceremonies, especially on their big feast days such as Galungan, Kuningan,
Pagerwesi, Saraswati, Gebogan Parade and other feast days. Hence, in every feast day,
they perform worship rites which always uses janur arrangement. As for the Javanese and
Balinese janur arrangement, they equally have their own unique style.
The Javanese and Balinese coconut leaves with flower and fruit arrangement style,
in our opinion it can represent the Indonesian flower arrangement. From my observation,
Javanese and Balinese coconut leaves arrangements have their own unique characteristic
amongst the world flower arrangement treasury. The Indonesian janur arrangement has
an original taste and philosophy. As all matters that are meaningful, moreover when it
contains spiritual philosophy, then it needs to be universalized, to be introduced to the
world so it becomes a unique Indonesian flower arrangement loved by the world public.
However, in this Philosophy of Flower from the Prison Video Book, we intentionally
display some coconut leaves arrangements that have been modified in accordant with our
sense.
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Janur are Waving

Waving to wish for attaining the universality of coconut
of Flower
leaves arrangement as the Indonesian arrangementThe Philosophy
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acknowledged by the world.

Free Style

Janur Arrangement

Simplicity Janur Arrangement

A

rtistic taste always adopts the world taste that is usually influenced by the
world celebrities. Therefore, working in the art field we should follow the
dynamics of the world taste. As for the progress of flower arrangement
world, it is now determined by two senses of taste, namely the art of Ikebana and the
Western flower arrangement styles, which both have equal strong influence. When
both of them are combined in accord with the taste of each flower connoisseur, then
a new free style arrangement emerges worldwidely. If it inclines to Ikebana, then
the exotic artistic lines appear in the arrangement. And when it is influenced by the
Western style, then the free style appears with the expansion of free geometrical
forms of Western style by utilizing abundant of flowers.
I wish all flower arrangements, wherever it comes from, could be known by the
world as Thai flower arrangement started to be acknowledged, which has specific
characteristic of a string of jasmine and the weave of banana leaves. And that is
the exoticism of flower arrangement from the other part of Asia. The string style
of flower arrangement also comes from India.
The role of each country with its culture in the
art of flower arrangement I want to refer as
a source of inspiration for the art of universal
flower arrangement.
All beauties if they are united and
combined in a universal spiritualism
philosophy, thus we lift up all beauties
wherever they come from. And this is the
janur arrangement from Indonesia that we try
to present in a simple free style arrangement,
minimalist in terms of the grandeur complexity
of the coconut leaves arrangement in general.
We try to display the janur arrangement
from the modification of traditional janur
arrangement. And then we go further to seek
for a simple and free style model to fulfil the
universal taste.
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Left Figure: YM Bambang Jatmiko, the expert of
coconut leaf arrangement and the calligraphic
writer of God’s Revelations in Eden.
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Harmony Amidst the Nature

T

he pictures of flower arrangement in the nature is what I like the most, since
it is not easy to combine nature and flower arrangement harmoniously. I
think Archangel Jibril himself who gives me such inspiration to get a poetic
meaning of the arrangement. Previously, I didn’t understand how to arrange flower
with nature. That is why I said that it is him who gives me such inspiration.

Tsunami
No more residential area on the coastline. Tsunami could come threatening people at
any time. This flower arrangement of mine is expressing my sadness for the fishermen
whose houses were washed away by tsunami and their subsistence constrained by the
tidal wave. Tsunami in Aceh, tsunami and earthquake in Japan were sorrows mourned
by this flower arrangement.

Flooded

I wish there is a flood
of flowers instead of a
flower amidst the flood.
But this is only an
illustration that I link
between the nature’s
wrath and the flower
arrangement.
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Question Mark

Is the sea miserable?
Does the arrangement of
miscellany flowers fascinate it?
Or that is the offering to the
goddess of the sea?
I make a question mark
arrangement and flower
arrangement similar to an
offering on the beach, it’s no other
than to question, is such ritual
custom is right?
Whereas, the angels prefer that
we worship God
The Almighty and The Only One,
without associating Him with
whomsoever and whatsoever.
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This is love that is
tumbled and floating
off. Why do I arrange
the flowers such this?
That is because I am
miserable.
My love is persecuted.
The beautiful truth
that I dedicate is
not appreciated.
Thus, actually there
is always love and
truthfulness that are
persecuted and not
appreciated in all
ages.

Floating in the
Flood
Persistent

Alas, if I could just present the torrential flow of
the river along with flower arrangement, many
tense situations can be softened.

When a Harmony should be Explained
If there is a glass vase laying down on the sand with a rose, apple, along with baby’s
breath and egg, could it be a category of love? Because if there is no love that underlying
them to be put together there, could such kind of a beauty is created? The red of the
apple and the yellow of the egg together as well as the baby’s breath and the beautiful
rose struck by the sunlight, they make a story about love hurts. Like the egg hatched
on the sand or like the apple that lies down under the scorching sun or like the baby’s
breath and the rose placed on the sand without water. That is a symbol of a beautiful
truth that is suffering.
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My Flower
is Floating
Perhaps a floating
flower arrangement
can be concluded
as a creation that
is floating. It is like
my discourses that I
write. Its truth and
beauty are actually
seen, but are floated.
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Harmony in t he Midst of Nature
Indeed nature is always like that, it is always beautiful to be used as a
background. Flower is also such that, it is always beautiful to be used as a
decoration. Nature and flower are always beautiful to state the Divine Truth,
because the creator of those two beauties is God.

Waiting for the UF O

The River is also Flowering

If there were no hatred in this world, river then can be embellished with
flower arrangement. This is only a symbolization, it’s not proper but it
contains the truth that is being questioned.
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Heaven is in a dense area, Senen,
at a narrow street
but Heaven is still empty up to now.
Is there no more person
who dares to be purified
or they care not for the existence of
Heaven in the world?
Have you ever seen Heaven in the sky?
No one has ever seen nor experienced it
God places not Heaven in the sky
for it can’t be proved
when God has fulfilled
His Promise upon Heaven.

The Road to Heaven is still Empty..
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Floral GraphicArt

T

he art of flower arrangement has truly entered the graphic art. Here are
the examples of graphic art that especially present the beauty of flowers
and the composition of color as well as the shape. If it is not possible for us
to spend more to try some new design, then you may try to make a graphic art by
using any vision. But I like to create flower composition to become a graphic art. And
the enjoyment is different with the dry flower collages as below:

Dry Flower Collage

Flowers are dried by silica gel and
hardened by resin. Make a background of
canvas painted by the color hue that is in
accord with the dry flowers that you have.
Make an integrated composition between
the abstract painting and the composition
of the flower arrangement. These are my
collages I made at Pondok Bambu Detention
Center, in 2007.
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Arrangement of Artificial Flowers

Arrangement of Artificial Flowers

H

erein, I do more artificial flower arrangements. What can I do, that is an
economical way. Fresh flowers can wilt, artificial flowers are long lasting,
timeless. And here are some artificial flower arrangements that I create
in Tangerang Women Penitentiary. I don’t make any explanation in the chapter
of artificial flower arrangements, because any artificial matters can’t be given a
philosophical content even they are beautiful.
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Arrangement of Artificial Flowers

Decorating Greeting Cards

I

f we want to express our feeling to a person we love, of course we want to
express it through a unique and special card, moreover if it is handmade.
A pressed Flowers Art is perhaps one of the alternatives. A greeting card
embellished by pressed dried flowers is not easy to make. Even it actually is a simple
work yet exciting.
I have never thought that I will have an international class in this prison. There
is Malaysian, some Iranians, Mozambique, and also Thailanese. And I am always
enthusiastic in teaching them, even they are not too focus. Well, I realize this is a
prison.
I could say that the greeting card creation in this prison consists of several
categories as below:
1. Free Style
2. Vegetative Style
3. Mosaic Style
4. Square Central Style
5. Round Central Style
6. Space Composition Style
7. Combination of Emboss and Flower Style

Free Style
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Vegetative Style

Mosaic Style

Round Central Style
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Round Central Style

Space Composition Style

Combination of Emboss
and Flower Style

Generally in making a decorated card with pressed flowers, firstly we have to
prepare lots of flowers, leaves as well as herbages, tendril of leaves, so we will have
many choices. Prepare a thick used book (such as a used telephone book), tissue
papers and raffia string. You may also make a pressed device from a wood, plywood,
thick cartoon, papers and tissues. The plywood is supported by a frame and a place
for bolt on both sides.

Get used to pick flowers in the morning after the sun evaporates dew from the
plant. Do not use wet or dewy flowers and leaves at all, for the result are definitely
not good, or rotting and moldy. And do not place flowers with different thickness in
one page of pressed book. The difference of thickness will make the thinner flower
wrinkle and can’t be used. So do not ever do that.
Separate flowers and leaves so it makes you easy to select and compile them in
their own container. The drying time for some plants is not the same as the others,
so the different placement will not make them scattered. The pressing time is about
5 days to 1 week. Place the dried flower and leaves in a transparent plastic and place
them in a Tupperware.
Place the prepared or printed card above a white paper so the card will be
protected from a taint. Once there is a spot of taint on the card that has been
decorated with the pressed flowers, it certainly will be rejected, can’t be used, no
matter how beautiful your arrangement is.
Do not get used to tolerating a taint. If you are used to be tolerance, then you
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will never have a perfect creation. And if you always keep the perfection of your
work, your heart will always be protected from mistakes and stains.
Only good, clean and beautiful work that is ready to be laminated. And that is
the work of Belinda. At this moment, she is the only one who succeeds in operating
the laminating machine rightly. The laminating result is the final determinant, for
after that there will be no other tension works.
You may paste the pressed flowers and leaves by using white glue (Fox Glue)
or you may use other branch of glue as long as it has the same characteristic and
adhesiveness with white fox glue. Do not paste flower and leaf before you are certain
with your design concept. And for that reason, you may imitate the design concept
that I explained in this page and from the card examples in this book. My disciples,
please get used to work thoroughly, neat and clean. Do not quarrel to each other,
and fight for the pressed flowers moreover steal it. Do not make a negotiation with
mistake and serve the very best of you.
Rise from a mistake. Money is not everything. A payment from making a
greeting card is only one way to get an earning in the prison, but that is also a way to
reach a beautiful truth. A beautiful creation is an achievement. Reach proudness and
wealthiness through the right way. And that is the best from you to God.
For the sake of a payment from making greeting cards and flower arrangement
to solve drug trade in this prison, I do really expect Ms. Marlia to be willing to continue
supervising my disciples so that their quality of work is always maintained when I will
have already gotten my freedom later on. Thank you, Ms Marlia.

Greeting Cards the Creation of My Disciples at
Tangerang Women Penitentiary
Not many of my disciple’s creations that I can present. And here are
several names and their creations that I can present, which is only a few of
them, because most of them are just working carelessly or have no sense.
The work of Ernawati
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W here do my Disciples Go?
It is possible that my disciples who made these cards have already
released from the prison or have died in the prison such as Kobra the Iranian.
And maybe some of them still have to stay in the prison much longer because
generally my disciples are those who have drug problem, which on the average
the sentence are long.
The work of Lily
The work of Daisy

The work of Kobra

The work of Ciap (Saichol Nonthanam)

The work of Rosmiya

The work of Lisda

The work of Neni

The work of Chang Lie Jun
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Dolls

from Cornhusk and Banana Midrib
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In Prison I also Teach How to Make

Doll from Cornhusk and Banana Midrib

But unfortunately, not many of them who can make the doll, especially
because it needs neatness and hand skill as well as sense on the scale and
the proportion of doll’s physical body. However, Olla Franolla is quite skillfull
in making such dolls.
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Just Like this Broken Glass

O

n April 9, 2011, the
inmates and detainees
of Tangerang Women
Penitentiary were having urine
test by BNN (National Narcotics
Board Republic of Indonesia). The
hurly-burly of urine test resulted
in 11 inmates had positively used
shabu-shabu.

Drug is very Disrupting the World
Like the Condition of this Broken Glass

The Drug World Can’t be Described with Beauty
This arrangement is ugly and scary, isn’t it?
That is because what kind of flower arrangement
that I should make to illustrate the drug and the devil world?
So, my arrangement is like this

Not only that, one day I also
witnessed seeing Olla Franolla
as a drug dealer at Tangerang
Women Penitentiary and that day
I saw she was seriously wrathful
and she tortured two inmates
who were her intermediary
couriers in distributing drugs
outside the prison. And I reported
it to the prison warden, Ms Etty
Nurbaety. However, it seemed
that Olla remained untouchable,
she continued to be a drug dealer
from the prison.

Ugh, I am upset why can shabu-shabu still be obtained in the prison, whereas
the vigilance and inspection of the incoming goods are already so tight. If so, is it
possible that the visitors who come to see the inmates smuggle shabu amongst their
belongings? If the possibility is small, there must be insiders who cooperate with the
inmates.
But it’s no longer a secret that drug trade is controlled by inmates inside the
prison. It is sad, looking at it without being able to do anything. And I hope God
will soon process the situation that is more acute to overcome drug problems as He
promised.
I doubt not whatever God has promised, I just want a dauntingness of the use
and the trade of drugs will soon happen. And all people who get involved in drugs can
experience new life without drugs.
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When the Destiny of Heaven has Revealed
		
Drugs will be Eradicated by God

T

he divine message says:” The hell of drug should have already
been eradicated”, eversince all people have lost the idea on how
to overcome the drug crime issues. The end time era truly has not
made possible for humans to avoid crime, because the end time is the era of
massive change of human nature to the nature of another creature. Heaven
is then needed to recover human habitat in order not to change nature to
be a devil. It seems that this God’s Salvation is not acknowledged, if the
devils’ domination over human being, which has become too disgusting and
terrifying, has not happened.
God likens the drug crime as the hell of devil. Actually, the drug world
is the world of devil who are greedy and brutal subjugating human beings.
Drug is their most powerful superior tool to mislead humankind. The greedy
men collect haram money and wallow in the sins of adultery and furiousness.
Through what will God punish them all? Thus, drug exists in the world and it
is loved even though it is known as the devil’s serum.
If humans gasp wishing to be normal again, and are the karmas of their
sins able to be redeemed? Whereas, they just want to live a normal life after
they know that they have been mingling with the devils, without knowing
how to redeem their sins. Thus, the drug crimes entangle those who are full
of sins and there is no way back. Thus, the plunge into drug world could slip
anyone from all layers of society, since people from every layer of society are
also free not from corruption, bribery, criminality and vicious deeds as well as
adulterous crimes.
Those sins are collected in an evil collaboration that is full of calumnies
and sabotages. Even those all have happened in the area of judiciary, legal field,
as well as the government and political party. So, who can free themselves or
free the nation from drug, if such sin differentiate not people anymore?
The people’s plunge into drug can be likened as a plunge to enter the devil
world, and it seems that there is no way back. And there is no power that can
overcome it. Only God’s Power can eradicate the power of devil. Apparently,
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when God has established Heaven here, then we can believe in the existence
of God’s Power that works to solve the drug issues in this country and in the
world.
This is the country that God brings down His Heaven, however also in
this country the kingdom of devil is echoing. Drug crimes have become more
powerful in this country; does this country still want to blame us, who want to
convey God’s Help to defeat Hell?
No matter how powerful the devil’s dominance at this time, surely there
is a power that can fight against it, for that is the law of nature. Certainly
there will be an end to those prodigious crimes, because God’s Supremacy is
The Most Powerful. There is always a way for God to state Himself that He is
working to renew an era. Thus He establishes Heaven on this earth.
Drug world can be equalized with the kingdom of devil, which its existence
can’t be diminished. At this time, war against the devil is truly imbalance,
that is because the energy of Heaven is still constricted by the rejection and
accusation of heresy. The equilibrium of Heaven and Hell becomes imbalance
due to humans’ conducts that detest Heaven, yet on the contrary they are
fond of committing a sin. Hell is crowded, Heaven is lonely. Tons of drugs are
found, but more than tons can get away.
The devils now have double-faces through drug, for the corruptors and
their children as well as the law enforcers also become drug addicts. At least do
not think that the terminology stating that haram money is eaten by the devil
is awkward, for it is the fact. And when all governmental institutions oblige an
urine test for their staff, actually it is embarrassing. However, it can solve not
the problems thoroughly. Just give some money to the on-duty official who
conduct the urine test, after that anyone can free from the accusation as a
drug addict.
The maximization of crimes and sins will continuously increase, for
human beings themselves choose Hell because they detest Heaven. And
the drug crime is the devils’ mainstay. It is because the drug world is the
primadona of the devil’s kingdom besides corruption and terrorism. After all,
those three issues have become hedonism in the criminal world, thus it is
difficult to impede, if there is no power that could impede it, whereas from
those three crimes human beings have lost their orientation of life, for all
disembogue in an incredible crime, which has no way back.
According to God, corruption money has caused the children of the
corruptor and the corruptor himself slip into the drug world. Whilst the
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terrorists hesitate not to seek for the fund through drug trafficking. Such that
the collaboration of crime, so the sins blend together in such a way. Thus,
the drug problem will reach a frightening hypercondition, namely the drug
addicts will face brain-cell damage so they become vicious, thirst of freshblood. Thus they become a zombie.
When God’s Stipulation has become real in human world, so that is
the postulate of God’s Law. When all crimes have united, then it becomes a
torment as God’s Torment upon the people who are involved in drug. As for
the hypercondition of drug addiction, it is the changing nature of human to be
a devil. Thus, they are cursed to become a zombie.
When in reality their kind is abundant in all countries, so the zombie
menace also threatens all countries. Pentagon seriously conducts a training to
anticipate the attack of the apocalypse zombie. After all, they have prepared
to face the zombie epidemic amidst the society who has lost their humane
character. Actually, there is nothing can be done to overcome the zombie
epidemic, as it is similar to the drug crime. For those all are a Curse from God.
And each heaviest curse from God surely becomes an unsolved problem by
whatsoever power in the world.
Unto me, God states that no one can handle it excepts Him. Meanwhile,
God is only willing to act if the existence of Heaven is acknowledged by the
world. Since it is impossible that God implements His Help if His Revelations
are rejected and not acknowledged, and His Heaven is insulted and detested.
Because wherefrom human beings could recognize that God is willing to
terminate the drug problem, if it is not due to the existence of His Heaven
‘institution’ in this world conveying His precise Directions to solve the drug
problems. Whereas, we alone can’t make any initiative to solve the drug
problems before God gives us His Guidance.

is difficult for people to hinder themselves from the zombie menace who
constantly desires to diminish their addicted feeling upon drug. The pain they
feel has caused them to become a horror figures who are thirsty of blood and
they are capable to do anything in order to overcome their suffering.
It is like a fiction story, but isn’t that the path of becoming a zombie has
been able to detect? Whereas, all religious teachings state of the existence
of Heaven and Hell. All kinds of crimes which maximize are the realization of
Hell. And all truths and beauties are Heaven.
I do not know precisely how God will work to eradicate drug that has
been spread like a tentacle entangling the world. But I do believe, God’s Stance
in overcoming it will be comfortable and lovely, for God has first prepared His
Heaven here.
The victory of Heaven in the world will not happen if Hell hasn’t come
to its maximality. The drug world is the world of devil and Hell. The day will
come where the devil’s insolence through drug and human’s crime in any
field prevails. One day later, we won’t be imprisoned by the issue of heresy
anymore, for it is Heaven that will fight the Hell. That God’s promise is what
we have been waiting for.

Our matter is not put into consideration at all, which we are still accused as
heretical and misleading. The Muslims still accuse us with various accusations
and calumnies, without any willingness to see the truth of God’s Revelations
that we present. But look at Pentagon they have prepared to face the zombie
epidemic. It won’t happen without any evidence. Would you be willing to see
it as a result of the maximality of crimes and sins?
The living corpse zombie chases a healthy man wildly and sucks his blood
like a Dracula. Just imagine if the drug user who suffers from HIV/AIDS has also
been infected by the meat- eater virus or bacteria (ebola, Necrotizing Fascitis,
MRSA atau Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus). Hence, later on it
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Beautiful yet Fragile and Rotten
In the prison I met many beautiful
women who were drug addicts.
Averagely, they knew not how to go on
living without drug.
In my opinion, those beautiful women
had also lost their self respect, since they
knew not how to appreciate themselves,
when they carelessly looked for money
to buy drug, at the time they were gone
through the intense physical craving for
the drug. Thus, they were so fragile and
rotten.
And I made an arrangement consists of
weathered stalks eaten by termites.
Such this I liken the beautiful women
drug addicts whom I met in prison.
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Why it should
be a Flower?

This is a free style
arrangement I create on the
wall. All elements are made
as one unity in order to blend
them as one phenomenon
of a character of flower
arrangement masterpiece.

I entitle
“Why it should be a Flower?”
That is because my ego
derives from the flower,
yet my existence also derives
from it.

Haze
My flower is seen being attacked by the haze. At first, I thought the haze of
calumnies covers me just for a short time. It turns out that for 20 years the
calumnies do not recede. Oo flower, don’t be broken by the calumny, don’t be
wilted by the intimidation and don’t be afraid of being imprisoned again. My
flowers say, ”There is no fear of a beautiful truth”.
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Why it should be a flower?
That is because I actually
can’t explain anything
through another way, for that
is my only knowledge.
If I then can explain
the content of God’s
Revelation, that is merely by
God’s Willingness.
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I am who is being Cornered
In the prison, I redeem my karma completely.
In the prison I am limp without any strength. I feel old
and I am unmovably defeated. I am cornered by
the devils who are revelling in my country
and in the world that has already become chaotic.
My physical condition, which is always limp, is part of
the episode of the angels defeat. The environment at this
moment is the environment of devils’ furiousness, whose
power is in an optimal stage, whilst angels feel lonely.
It seems that all people prefer to be conquered
by the devils and follow their will rather than follow
Archangel Jibril’s endeavour in Indonesia.
I lay limp in the clinic until later on God declares that
now is the angel’s turn to take the role. I can only pray
and keep myself not to make any mistake even a slight
one. My only hope is my nadir (lowest point) will quickly
passed, and I am released and liberated from the devil
play.
Now I know that there is no victory before the total nadir
comes to its time. How low the naught of nadir is, nobody
knows, except the defeat of the angels has made me
powerless and God Revelations still can’t be lifted up to
pierce the world. My flowers say:”If you are cornered and
have no opportunity anymore, then give me your smile
because that is the sign that you have already come
to the reversal point.”
Ugh, I believe in my flower’s utterance, that’s why I know
that my time in waiting for my reversal point is not too
long anymore. My day of spring has almost come.
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A Harmony between Two Character Powers

Two strong character flower arrangements beat not each other when they are put side by side,
their beauties synergize each other. Oo, supposedly among the dominan powers, they can be in harmony
and synergizing each other, a sustainable peace is really beautiful.
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The Interlaced Word
of My Flower from the Prison

O

ur condition in this prison has made me unable to be optimal in providing
a complete teaching materials. It is not due to the lack of time or flexibility
given by the prison to me, but because of my disciples are lack of discipline.
Lack of seriousness in learning has made us seem it is impeded to implement an
efficient teaching system and we can’t develop a timetable that is coherent and can
be adjusted with the stage and the teaching materials.
Of course I should be able to adjust myself to the prison’s habitat. However,
my disciples, who can survive are only a few. I always have new students over and
over, and of course we have to start explaining thing from the beginning once again.
If we ask the students who have long been absent, they say that they have another
business or having a lot of trouble. Whereas I have to make sure that there are
students who are skilful and could inherit our skill.
Another new students, another new students, that is our problem. But from
that experience, I conclude that in the prison is not easy to bring someone to focus
even on beautiful matter. Then I assume that this is a challenge that I should face.
Problems of the burden of life, family, environment in the prison, those all are their
complaining problems. So I expect that payment for their work can overcome their
main problem, that is economic problem. By obtaining a proper payment, I hope
that it can make them stay comfortably in producing their creations. And I hope God
blesses all through the beauty created from their hands.
An endurance can’t be reached before it has a certainty. A guarantee becomes
certain by an productive activity. Every new truthfulness can be presented if there
is a guarantee of certainty of truth. A guarantee of earning gives endurance to shun
away sins. Fence your heart through beautiful things. Beautify your attitude and
moral through endurance to shun away sins.
Sweetheart, after this, I will not be in here anymore. Do not be lazy and make
the best and the most beautiful creations. Wash yourself from useless things.
Preserve my works well. Be true, good and fully beneficial. Do not fight over anything
that I left. Be harmonious for the sake of comfortability being acquaintance to your
own fellows. Thank you, my sweetheart.
Mother Lia Eden
April 5, 2011
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I teach with ‘kecapi’ or zither
When I teach the philosophy of flower
and about the truth.
And I create a poem to make
their soul and inner heart peaceful
for the sake of penetrating enlightenment unto them.
Teaching in prison is not easy indeed
there should be a way to subdue the prison’s habitat.
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When the Light is already at the Doorstep

		 My Poor Book

			Gives Me a Bright Philosophy
When I had to write
At the time I was ill and imprisoned
at Tangerang Women Penintiary’s clinic
I wrote this book, which was completed on April 11, 2011
My tiredness, my feeling, my anger, my discontent
all had become a poem and a writing
about flower and its arrangement
It was already late when I was in bed at the clinic
tried to find out the philosophy of flower arrangement
I got nothing special
except just poured down my feeling
For me, there was no time to burst into tears
I just had spare time to compose this book
I realize not that it is already 2016
now I am tired being calumniated
it’s surely not the same as my tiredness being imprisoned twice
so the total sentence I went through was 4.5 years
it’s also not the same as my long waiting
upon the ending of the accusation of heresy toward Eden
in my old age, I have only a short time left
to breathe freely waiting for the daybreak
from the dark haze of the accusation of heresy
Do these presented truths through my flowers
will follow the trace of the rejected God’s Revelations? Well, I don’t know.
It is like the truth that is being persona non grata
thus I feel my old age is weary
for calumnies keep covering me
Oo….God, please in my remaining age,
You win the truth of Your Revelations that I bear. Amen
Lia Eden
Jakarta June 22,2016

And when the candles have been lit, I pray “Dear
God,
grantof Flower
us a serene and full of blessing life”.
The Philosophy
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